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Letter of compliance
The Honourable Lawrence Springborg MP
Minister for Health
Level 19, Queensland Health Building
147-163 Charlotte Street
Brisbane QLD 4000
Dear Minister
I am pleased to present the Annual Report 2012-2013 and financial statements for Wide Bay Hospital
and Health Service.
I certify that this Annual Report complies with:
• the prescribed requirements of the Financial Accountability Act 2009 and the Financial and
Performance Management Standard 2009, and
• the detailed requirements set out in the Annual report requirements for Queensland Government
agencies.
A checklist outlining the annual reporting requirements can be found at page 94 of this annual report
or accessed at http://www.health.qld.gov.au/widebay/annual-report
Yours sincerely

Dominc Devine
Chair
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board
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Wide Bay Hospital & Health Board

Chairman’s overview
I am pleased to present the 2012-13 Annual Report for the

As an independent Board we have achieved a great deal in

Wide Bay Hospital and Health Service (WBHHS). This is

our first year. A new chief executive has been recruited.

its first annual report as the WBHHS was only established

The health service began a profound restructure and

in July 2012 as an independent statutory body. The

returned to a balanced financial position. This created

WBHHS is overseen by members of the community who

the opportunity to reinvest in services and to reduce our

sit on the Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board. Together,

waiting lists. The WBHHS made significant improvement

the Board and the WBHHS deliver public health services

toward meeting the National Elective Surgery Target

to more than 200,000 people across the Wide Bay.

(NEST) and the National Emergency Access Target (NEAT).
We have worked hard but there is still a lot of work to do.

Daunting challenges have been confronted and overcome
in the past 12 months. In January 2013, catastrophic

As the recently appointed Chair of the Wide Bay

weather events hit the region hard. Floods forced the

Hospital and Health Board, I would like to acknowledge

evacuation of patients from Bundaberg Base Hospital

the work of the inaugural Board, particularly the

with the assistance of the military. Maryborough

outgoing Chair, Mr Gary Kirk. I look forward to

Hospital was cut off. Communications with the WBHHS

leading the new Board as we work toward better

rural hospitals were all down at one stage. Right across

health together with the Wide Bay community.

the Wide Bay, the wild weather tested the quality of
public health infrastructure and staff like never before.
I am proud to say that we were equal to the task.
The drama of those days reinforced in the minds of

Dominic Devine

WBHHS staff and members of the Board how vital

Chair, Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board

health services are to rural Queensland. Those events
sharpened the commitment of all to making our health
service as efficient, resilient and patient focused as
possible. People will be at the heart of the development
of the Board’s public health strategy and the Board is
determined to make community consultation a priority.
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Wide Bay Hospital & Health Service

Chief Executive’s
overview
The opening 12 months of the WBHHS have been

This track record of success and the numerous

challenging to say the least. The new Board and new

strategic initiatives we have already commenced,

executive team, which I was privileged to join as Chief

and those about to be implemented, position us

Executive in September 2012, has worked incredibly hard

well to respond to the opportunities and challenges

over the past 12 months to meet our key performance

within an autonomous hospital and health service

targets including record service activity levels and,

environment over the next four years, which will be

for the first time in many years, a balanced budget.

clearly outlined in our Strategic Plan for 2013-17.

Our response, and that of the greater Wide Bay

I would like to thank everyone – staff, volunteers,

community, to the catastrophic floods of January 2013

our Board, our partners in the sector and in the

was fantastic and has been widely acknowledged across

community – who have contributed to the exciting

the state. In spite of the threat to service delivery,

developments of the past year. I look forward to

disruption to patients was minimal and all WBHHS

the challenges and opportunities to come.

services were fully restored within 14 days. However
the risk of future natural disasters remains high.
A great deal has been achieved since the Wide Bay
separated from the Sunshine Coast in November 2010 to

Adrian Pennington

become a stand alone health district, particularly since

Chief Executive, WBHHS

July 2012 when the Wide Bay became one of Queensland’s
17 new independent hospital and health services.
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Key achievements 2012–2013
Financial management – reduced deficit from $45 million in June
2011 to $8 million by June 2012 to be within budget by June 2013.
Quality improvement – achieved full accreditation (3
years minimum) for each of our hospital facilities and
the mental health service over the last 18 months.

67, 391

Management structures – established new Board, smaller
executive team, robust clinical governance, new organisational
structure, and multi-disciplinary clinical stream structures.

people admitted to
hospital

Community engagement – Wide Bay website established and
Consumer Advisory Networks operational in Bundaberg and
Fraser Coast ( joint initiative with Wide Bay Medicare Local).
Clinical activity – improved access to services and waiting time
performance particularly in emergency department waiting times
where the Wide Bay is one of the top performers in Queensland.
While our mental health services are the amongst the highest
Queensland performers in a majority of applicable measures.

Partnerships – implemented jointly developed GP referral
guidelines in 18 specialities and progressed WBHHS/Medicare
Local signed protocol to align planning and local health needs
assessments ( joint project commenced January 2013), and
coordinate primary health care services across the Wide Bay.
Funding for new activities – confirmed funding (including
capital) for a new cancer care centre and expanded oral
health services in Hervey Bay and Bundaberg.
New models of care implemented – rehabilitation, sub-acute
care, chronic disease management, Hospital in the Home,
rapid assessment, medical clinical decision unit (MCDU),
Maryborough Access Targeted Evaluation Service (MATES).
New services implemented – specially equipped patient
transporters enables rapid transfer of non urgent hospital patients
between specialist services, private hospitals and other facilities;
commissioning of onsite cardiac investigation unit; establishment
of acute stroke units in Hervey Bay and Bundaberg hospitals;
and a new rehabiliation unit in Maryborough hospital.
Disaster management – response to the catastrophic flood event
in January 2013 (second major event in two years) by the WBHHS
during the disaster phase, patient evacuation, recovery and clean
up widely applauded by regional and state disaster experts as
“the most professional evacuation of a hospital in Australia”.
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In 2012–2013,
there were...

120,760
people presented to our
emergency departments

254,261
outpatient occasions of
services were performed

4,584
elective surgery
procedures were
performed
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Wide Bay Hospital & Health Service

Our organisation

WBHHS is a provider of public health services and health education in the Wide
Bay region which covers Bundaberg, Hervey Bay, Maryborough, North Burnett
and surrounds.

Role and functions
of the WBHHS

Other key functions of the WBHHS include:

The WBHHS is an independent statutory body responsible

ll Contributing to and implementing state-wide service

ll Ensuring the operations of the WBHHS are carried
out efficiently, effectively and economically;

for the delivery of public hospital and health services to

plans that apply to the WBHHS, including the

the 207,830 residents of the Wide Bay. It is accountable

implementation of national clinical standards;

through the Hospital and Health Board Chair to the
Minister of Health for local performance, delivering
local priorities and meeting national standards.
The WBHHS is subject to the Financial Accountability Act
2009 and the Statutory Bodies Financial Arrangements
Act 1982. It is also legally bound by health service
directives issued by the Chief Executive of the Department
of Health and also by Ministerial directives.
The WBHHS’s main function is to deliver hospital
and other health services, teaching, and research

ll Co-operating with other providers of health
services, including other HHSs, the Department
of Health and providers of primary health care in
planning for and delivering health services;
ll Co-operating with local primary health care
organisations including Medicare Local;
ll Consulting with health professionals working in
the WBHHS, health consumers, and members of the
community about the provision of health services;
ll Engaging with ancillary boards, composed

as agreed in the Service Agreement with the

of members of the local community, who will

System Manager (Department of Health).

provide advice to Wide Bay Hospital and Health
Board on the operations of specific hospitals
or health services within their region, and;
ll Other functions approved by the Minister.
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1. Our organisation

Strategic overview
In alignment with the government’s objective to
Getting Queensland Back on Track and the recently

Operating environment
Demographics

released Blueprint for better healthcare in Queensland,
the declared purpose and vision of the WBHHS is:

The WBHHS incorporates the North Burnett, Bundaberg
and Fraser Coast local government areas and part of

To provide high quality, cost effective health care by

Gladstone Regional Council (Miriam Vale) covering

empowering communities and our workforce in the

a geographical area of 37,000 square kilometres.

development of a more autonomous and accountable

Demographically it is a high needs area given its low socio-

health system that is easy to access, patient focused,

economic status and high elderly population. Over the last

and better integrated across the continuum of care.

10 years, the population of Fraser Coast has increased by
39 per cent while Bundaberg has grown by 24 per cent,

Our six key strategic directions:
ll Improving health services and patient outcomes for the
Wide Bay community by ensuring services are focused
on patients and are delivered in the right setting
ll Improving accountability and confidence in
the WBHHS by empowering local communities
and our clinical workforce, and developing a
learning culture across the organisation
ll Ensuring financial viability of the WBHHS to
provide value for money health services. To
attain a budget surplus each year to enable
ongoing investment and innovation in health
service delivery to meet the growing demand
from our increasing and ageing population
ll Improving access to frontline clinical services through
the application of clinical redesign methodologies
and by eliminating patient waiting lists
ll Consistently providing safe, high quality patient
care by implementing a Quality Improvement
Programme (QIP) and developing meaningful
quality indicators for all specialties
ll Creating a healthier and more resilient community
by developing integrated models of care with

placing significant demands on local health services.
The key demographic features of the
Wide Bay population are:
ll population of the Wide Bay projected to
reach 300,000 within the next 15 years
ll high numbers of elderly residents – 20 per cent of our
total population are over 65 years of age (13 per cent
for Queensland1 and highest HHS in Queensland)
ll low number of people aged between 20
and 44 years (lowest in Australia)
ll 83 per cent of our residents fall in the most
disadvantaged socioeconomic quintiles
(second highest HHS in Queensland)
ll 3.6 per cent of the population is Indigenous
(3.6 per cent for Queensland)
ll 8 per cent of the population is in ‘need of assistance’
with a core activity as a result of a profound or
severe disability (4 per cent for Queensland)
ll 8.4 per cent unemployment rate in the December
2012 quarter (5.8 per cent for Queensland)
ll 38 per cent of the population are Centrelink concession

our community providers that better manage

card holders (22 per cent for Queensland) and is

chronic disease in the community and enable

the second highest health region in Australia

patients to be informed and activate partners in
the self-management of their chronic disease.

ll 45 per cent of residents aged 15 years and over
received a weekly income of less than $400
ll 32 per cent of the population has private health
insurance (42 per cent for Queensland2).

10

1

Australian Bureau of Statistics, estimated resident population by age and sex as at 30 June 2012.

2

Social Health Atlas of Australia (data based on 2007-8 national health survey) Public Health Information Development Unit, Aug 2012.
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Wide Bay Hospital and Health Service map
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1. Our organisation

Service profile
The WBHHS provides a comprehensive range of health
care services to a fast growing regional area of 207,8303
residents (5 per cent of state population) in South
East Queensland. From the coast to the country, the
WBHHS provides acute inpatient and specialist services,
comprehensive mental health services, oral health services
and a wide range of community and outreach services.
Services are provided from major facilities in Bundaberg,

Mental Health Services
The Wide Bay Integrated Mental Health Service
provides acute inpatient services at Bundaberg and
Maryborough, and a range of recovery focused
community mental health services for adults,
children and youth in Hervey Bay, Maryborough,
Childers, Gayndah and associated rural facilities.

Community and Allied Health

Hervey Bay and Maryborough hospitals as well as the

A wide range of multi-disciplinary community health,

eight rural facilities in Biggenden, Childers, Eidsvold,

allied health and clinical support services are provided at

Gayndah, Gin Gin, Monto, Munduberra and Mount

all WBHHS facilities. These services span the continuum

Perry. Details of the range of services to be provided in

of care, including early intervention, assessment and

each facility within the network are outlined below.

treatment, palliative care and rehabilitation services.

Acute hospital, specialist (general surgery, gynaecology,
orthopaedics, obstetrics, urology, paediatrics,
rehabilitation, oral health, oncology/ palliative care,
coronary care) services and 24-hour emergency department
(ED) services are provided from three major facilities:
ll Bundaberg Hospital (168 beds + 89 bed alternatives)
ll Hervey Bay Hospital (120 beds + 38)
ll Maryborough Hospital (86 beds + 10)
The eight rural HHS facilities surrounding Bundaberg
provide acute and sub-acute medical inpatient services,
palliative care, long stay and respite care as well as
emergency services, outpatient clinics and a wide range
of community and allied health services located in:
ll Biggenden (18 beds)
ll Childers (20 beds)
ll Eidsvold (11 beds)
ll Gayndah (12 beds)
ll Gin Gin (six beds)
ll Monto (14 beds)
ll Munduberra (18 beds)
ll Mount Perry Health Centre

3
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Australian Bureau of Statistics, estimated resident population as at 30 June 2012.
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Challenges & Opportunities
Key Challenges

Strategic Risk

Opportunities

Increasing demand for services

Impact of population growth,

Clinical redesign, service

We continue to experience greater

demographics, increased

reconfiguration, technology and

demand for our health services

life expectancy and growing

demand management strategies

as our population ages and our

burden of disease

jointly developed with the primary
care and aged care sectors

lifestyles choices impact our health.
Community expectations

Ongoing access to a full range

Create a more inclusive environment

Improve community understanding

of free hospital and health

using the Wide Bay Community

of the safest and most sustainable

services 24 hrs a day and 7 days

Engagement Strategy and the local

way to provide health services in

a week throughout the HHS

Consumer Advisory Networks

Financial pressures

Ability to maintain budget integrity,

Delivery of a balanced financial

Health services across Australia

increase revenue and deliver services

position to surplus by implementing

are having to responsibly manage

within a national efficient price

the Wide Bay Resource

regional and rural communities.

Management Framework

services within finite resources.

Workforce

Ability to build capacity and

Development and implementation

The capacity, capability and culture

capability through the recruitment

of an innovative Workforce Plan

of our workforce helps determine the

and retention of suitably skilled staff

quality of the services we offer.

Infrastructure

Limited capacity and location of

Manage structural inefficiencies

Well maintained and designed

existing buildings, equipment

through service reconfiguration,

infrastructure in accessible locations

and ICT systems and their impact

relocation, public/ private partnerships

which meet service demands.

on ability to introduce new and

and other strategies outlined in the

advanced technologies/services

HHS Asset Management Plan

Natural disasters

High exposure and vulnerability

Active participation in the

Our ability to react to and

of hospital and health services

Implementation of the Wide Bay

manage the impact of natural

to natural disasters and their

Disaster Management Strategy

disasters and emergency events

impact on service delivery

is crucial to our sustainability.
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Our governance

The WBHHS was established in July 2012, bringing local control and accountability
for health services back to the community.

Machinery of
government changes

were unable to influence decisions in relation to local
healthcare arrangements. The devolution of functions
empowers local communities to respond swiftly and
decisively in relation to any local healthcare issues.

The WBHHS was established in July 2012 as an
independent statutory body, overseen by a local hospital

Under the new arrangement, the Department of

and health board, responsible for providing public hospital

Health, Queensland purchases services from HHSs

and health services to the residents of Wide Bay.

under service level agreements negotiated with
each HHS. Service delivery to the community is

Under the National Health Reform Agreement, Queensland

expected to be enhanced by placing accountability

Health was restructured, effective 1 July 2012, to facilitate

and responsibility for decision making as close to

the devolution of management in the healthcare setting

the frontline as possible, thereby reducing costly

to more localised models of decision making including

delays and optimising health service outcomes.

moving to a purchaser-provider model with health service
delivery to be purchased from legally independent HHSs.
Queensland Health’s reform agenda was driven by the
belief that the best health service outcomes are achieved by
devolving management, responsibility and accountability
for the delivery of services to local decision-makers.
Queensland Health had become confused, with corporate
office both overseeing the total system and intervening in
the delivery of health services. The lack of role separation
(between system manager and health services provider)
departed from industry best practice, which recognised
the disparate capabilities in performing true strategic
direction-setting and frontline service delivery roles.
It also disempowered local staff and communities who

14
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2. Our governance

The Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board
The new Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board was announced on 17 May 2013. The Chair was announced on 13 June. The
members were appointed by the Minister of Health for 12 months, effective from 18 May 2013 to 17 May 2014. The Board
meets monthly and has three sub-committees: Audit Committee, Finance Committee, and Safety and Quality Committee.
Members: Mr Dominic Devine – Chair, Mrs Barbara Hovard – Deputy Chair, Mr Gary Kirk, Ms Debbie Carroll, Mr
Adrian Daniel, Ms Joy Jensen, Pastor Paul Dare, Mr Christopher Hyne, Mr Robert Evans, and Dr Denise Powell.

Board members
Mr Dominic Devine
Chairman
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board

Dominic Devine is a Bundaberg-based businessman who has had significant
experience on numerous business, community and industry boards.
Dominic is married to Tracey and has two daughters and their family lives in the
Bundaberg region. Dominic spent his childhood and school years in Bundaberg.
Prior to moving back home to Bundaberg in 2010 he spent almost twenty years
living in Charleville developing his business. Dominic is a qualified valuer and is the
senior partner at Devine Agribusiness, a firm he established in 1993 in Charleville
with his wife. Devine Agribusiness is a specialised agricultural advisory and
accounting practice with offices in Brisbane, Charleville, Roma and Mackay.
During the last 20 years Dominic has served on numerous business, community
and industry boards and has been a member of the Australian Institute of Company
Directors since 2006. Dominic has always been passionate about being involved in
important community issues such as health, education and regional development.

Mrs Barbara Hovard
Deputy Chair and Board Member
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board

Mrs Barbara Hovard has local and state government experience in the Wide Bay region.
She has served as Mayor and councillor on the Maryborough City Council and was
previously employed as manager of organisational services at Maryborough Hospital.
Barbara recently held the position of councillor on the Fraser Coast Regional Council.
Prior to this, she served as Mayor of the Maryborough City Council between 2004
and 2008 following seven years as a councillor. Before beginning a career in local
government, Barbara spent more than 20 years providing aged, community and
hospital-based care to the people of Maryborough and Wide Bay including periods
with the Blue Nurses and managing the Fair Haven Retirement Village.
Barbara was awarded a Bachelor of Business in 1996 while employed by Queensland
Health as manager of organisational services at Maryborough Hospital.
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Mr Gary Kirk
Board Member
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board

Mr Gary Kirk has almost 40 years experience in the public education system
in Queensland as a school teacher and later as principal until his retirement in
2010. He has contributed to the community for nearly two decades, and for the
past two years he has operated a small business in the tourism sector.
Gary has dedicated 40 years to teaching students and guiding teachers in the Queensland
public education system in both country and city settings including Bundaberg and
Surat. As a member of the Queensland Association of State School Principals (QASSP) for
20 years, Gary held the positions of branch president, secretary and treasurer as well as
supporting the organisation’s aims to support, develop and strengthen educational leadership
capabilities to improve educational outcomes for state school students in Queensland.
Gary, along with his wife Elaine, are involved in the local tourism industry. They opened
the Baffle Retreat Bed and Breakfast located in Winfield (between Bundaberg and the
town of 1770) in 2011. Gary has contributed to the community through his membership
of Rotary International. He was involved in Rotary Club of Bundaberg Sunrise for
seventeen years firstly as a member, then service director and president. Gary was
appointed an Ambassadorial Speaker by the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia
and has travelled throughout rural Queensland educating men about prostate cancer.

Ms Deborah Carroll
Board Member
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board

Ms Deborah Carroll is the Director of Nursing and Midwifery Services, WBHSS (North)
and has worked across a number of health facilities in Queensland. She has undertaken
significant postgraduate studies including a Masters of Health Administration and
Information Systems and a Graduate Certificate in Health Service Planning.
Deborah completed her general nurse training at the Mackay Base Hospital in 1981 where
she was acknowledged for both outstanding theoretical knowledge and nursing care.
She later gained a Bachelor of Health Science (Nursing) with Distinction from Central
Queensland University in 1995 and a Graduate Diploma in Emergency Nursing. Deborah
has worked in the Wide Bay Health Service District since 2006 following periods in
Rockhampton, Sarina and Mackay. In 2008, she was awarded Recipient Queensland Health
Australia Day Award for exceptional leadership and restoring community confidence.
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Mr Adrian Daniel
Board Member
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board

Prior to being appointed to the Board in 2012, Adrian had extensive hospital board, council
and business experience in the Wide Bay region. Adrian has served as a member and deputy
chairman of the Audit Committee of the Fraser Coast Regional Council and has served on
hospital boards and retirement village board for more than 15 years from the mid-1970s.
Adrian Daniel began his career in 1955 when he was appointed as a clerk in the Justice
Department at the Maryborough courthouse. After qualifying as a Clerk of the Court,
Adrian gained valuable experience across Queensland in centres including Bundaberg,
Brisbane, Julia Creek, St. George, Monto, Mackay, Scarness, Hervey Bay, Warwick and
Pittsworth. From 1965-66 he was the CEO (then referred to as manager) of the Julia
Creek Hospital and also secretary to the hospital board. He started the ball rolling for
the construction of a completely new hospital which was eventually completed some
years later. These experiences helped shape Adrian’s future. He qualified as a solicitor in
1969 and immediately resigned from the Justice Department and commenced in private
practice in Hervey Bay in the first full time resident law firm. He was then a member
of the Queensland Law Society and he remains enrolled on the Roll of Solicitors of
both the Supreme Court of Queensland and the High Court of Australia to this day.
Adrian was also a Registered Tax Agent and a Fellow of the Taxation Institute of
Australia. While a Clerk of the Court, there were times when he was Coroner and
remains a Justice of the Peace and was recently presented with a 50 Year Award as a
JP by the Hon Attorney General of Qld. From the mid-1970s, Adrian was a member
of the Maryborough Hospital Board before transferring to the Isis Hospital Board,
a position he held until 1991 when he held the position of deputy chairman.
He has been active in the local community and a member of many local organisations
including serving in most positions of the Local Lions Club including treasurer, secretary
president and district secretary for Lions for 18 years. For a period he was patron of
the Hervey Bay Historical Village and Museum Association of which he and Joy are
still members. Adrian’s current interests are classic and vintage motor vehicles.
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Mr Christopher Hyne
Board Member
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board

Christoper is ‘semi-retired’ from an executive position with Hyne Timber. Christopher was born
in Maryborough in 1945 and has lived in Ferney (15 km south of Maryborough) since 1980.
His current positions include: Director - Hyne and Son Pty. Limited; Chair Remuneration
Committee - Hyne and Son Pty Ltd; Audit Committee - Hyne and Son Pty Ltd; Director Australian Forest Products Association; member– Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board
Previous positions include: Chairman - Bassett Barks Pty. Ltd; Director - Charles Porter and
Sons Pty. Ltd; Chair Audit Committee - Hyne and Son Pty. Limited; Director - Nanum Tawap
Ltd (Weipa); Chairman of Pine and Hardwood Divisions of the Queensland Timber Board;
Deputy Chairman Queensland Timber Board; Chairman Timber Research and Development
Advisory Council (TRADAC); Executive in Hyne Timber holding a number of positions
including Branch Mills Manager, Marketing Manager and Business Development Manager.
Christopher’s tertiary education and qualifications include: MAICD, Diploma
of Marketing (University of Singapore); Bachelor of Science (UQ)
Secondary school: Church of England Grammar School (Brisbane)

Dr Denise Powell
Board Member
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board

Denise Powell has been involved with and committed to our community for many decades.
Denise currently works as a General Practitioner (GP), Educator and Breast Physician.
Denise also operates a small business. Denise serves on number of boards and committees
in the health and education sectors in the Wide Bay and on state committees.
Denise lives on a small farm where she grows avocadoes and tropical
and rare fruits. Her interests outside of work and current commitments
are spending time with family and friends and bicycling.
Denise qualifications include: M.B.B.S (1st Class Honours) - University of Queensland
(UQ); Masters in Family Medicine (Clinical) – Monash University; Graduate
Diploma in Human Nutrition – Deakin University; Graduate Certificate in Health
Professional Education – Monash University; Graduate Certificate in Applied
Science (Breast Ultrasound) – Queensland University of Technology (QUT)
Denise is also a Fellow of the;
ll Royal Australian College of General Practitioners
ll Australian Society of Breast Physicians
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Mr Paul Dare
Board Member
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board

Paul Dare has had a successful career in the military and business world,
and is currently pastoring a rural church in Mundubbera.
Paul Dare is married to Pauline and has two adult children. He spent his childhood in
rural Tasmania. He spent 20 years in the Australian Army during which time he completed
a trade in electronics. In 1989, Paul attended the Royal Military College Duntroon. On
graduation in 1990 Paul went on to serve in army aviation as an aerospace engineer and
logistics manager. Paul left the army after 20 years to pursue a career in the aviation field.
Paul spent six years working for Sikorsky Australia (Sikorsky is the manufacturer
of the Blackhawk and Sea Hawk helicopters) as the ADF Customer Service Manager
and Engineering Manager. In 2007, a change of direction was made and studies
undertaken to allow Paul to become a pastor within Queensland Baptists. As
a result of this Paul is now pastoring the Mundubbera Baptist Church.
Paul has a passion for people and desires the best to be brought out in all he meets as well as
the best for the Wide Bay Burnett as a whole. Paul has the following formal qualifications:
MBA (Technology Management), MDiv, GradDip Ministry and BEng (Aerospace).

Mr Robert Evans
Board Member
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board

Bob Evans is a Maryborough resident and has been chairman of the Maryborough RSL for
the last seven years making him the longest serving in this position in 90 years. He has
served on this Board for 10 years and also acts as a pension officer representing Veterans.
Bob spent his childhood in Ipswich where he was educated at Ipswich Grammar School.
He played rugby league and cricket at A Grade level and was also a competition swimmer.
Bob served in the RAAF in the medical field and worked in civilian life as a nurse
in all fields, general, surgical, accident and emergency, theatre and psychiatric.
Having served on several boards including Brisbane North Aspley Rugby League,
Chair of Queensland Masters Swimming, Wide Bay T.A.F.E. and Wide Bay
Rugby League Robert has returned to his real interest, the medical field.
Bob is community minded and has a strong belief that regional hospital and health boards
can make a strong and productive contribution to the Queensland Health System.
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Mrs Joy Jensen
Board Member
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Board

Joy Jensen has the unique distinction of having been the last mayor of the Perry
Shire and the first mayor of the North Burnett Regional Council. Her background
is in rural industry namely cattle and horses, and rural communities.
Joy lives west of Mt Perry on Elliotts Creek where she is partner in a family owned
and operated beef cattle and horse breeding enterprise. Over many years, she has
contributed in an executive role to a variety of community groups from P and C and
sporting clubs to care service providers. Joy is currently secretary of Mt Perry Race
Club and a member of Agforce. Notable representation in past years has been on the
Board of the RM Williams Australian Bush Learning Centre, Wide Bay Burnett Area
Consultative Committee, Burnett Mary Regional Group, Wide Bay Burnett Regional
Organisation of Councils, Wide Bay Burnett Regional Roads Group, Bundaberg District
Health Council and Trustee of Narayen (Australian Agricultural College Campus).
Elected to local government in 2000, Joy followed on from her husband who also contributed
12 years as an elected member of local government. In her first term, she was appointed
Deputy Mayor of Perry Shire which was a good grounding for her next term when she was
elected unopposed as mayor. It was a testing time for the community as they reluctantly
relinquished their small shire council during the Queensland Local Government Reform
process. As mayor of a newly amalgamated regional council, the challenges were many
with the North Burnett being one of six Queensland councils categorised by Queensland
Treasury from inception as under financial watch and rated as being financially weak.
Joy demonstrated her ability to work and lead a team through this testing time noting the
improved rating to moderate within their first term as a major achievement for council.
Joy believes an individual’s access to a professional and safe health service is
an entitlement of every Queenslander and is a keen participant in ensuring
health services in the Wide Bay are appropriate and effective.
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Executive team
Mr Adrian Pennington

Ms Deborah Carroll

WBHHS Chief Executive

WBHHS (North) Executive Director, Nursing and Midwifery Services
Chief Operations Officer

ll Adrian has over 30 years health care experience
of which some 15-20 years has been at executive

ll Deborah has worked across a number of health

and senior management levels both within acute

facilities throughout Queensland. She has undertaken

hospitals and leading national programs within

significant postgraduate studies including a Masters of

the National Health Service, United Kingdom.

Health Administration and Information Systems and

ll During Adrian’s career he has managed

a Graduate Certificate in Health Service Planning.

every department within a hospital

ll Deborah is a current member of the WBHHS Board

including support services.

ll Deborah completed her general nurse training

ll Adrian’s previous employment includes Chief

at the Mackay Base Hospital in 1981 where

Executive Officer, James Paget University

she was acknowledged for both outstanding

Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Chief

theoretical knowledge and nursing care.

Executive NHS Heart Improvement.
ll Chief executive of national heart disease
programme for seven years reducing mortality

with Distinction from Central Queensland University in
1995 and a Graduate Diploma in Emergency Nursing.

figures from 130,000 to 68,000 per annum. Led

ll Deborah has worked in the Wide Bay Health

clinical redesign work including introduction of

Service since 2006 following periods in

clinical Microsystems lean and six sigma.

Rockhampton, Sarina and Mackay.

ll Adrian has acted an advisor to the Minister of

ll In 2008, she was awarded Recipient Queensland

Health British Colombia to develop a strategy for

Health Australia Day Award for exceptional

Health re-design within British Columbia.

leadership and restoring community confidence.

ll Adrian has over sixty published documents
recognised internationally and has presented in
many countries including the United States, Canada,
Czech, Finland, Australia and New Zealand.
ll Whilst Chief Executive Officer at the James Paget
University Hospitals, Adrian raised the profile of
the Trust to that commensurate with University
Hospital status, delivered the first six week one stop
pathway across all specialities from GP referral to
surgical event, delivered a surplus financial position
performance exceeding 15% annual turnover, achieved
highest possible quality recognition from the HCC rated
at excellent / excellent, published “How to avoid a
CDiff outbreak in healthcare” which became a national
guide reference for all hospitals in England, and also
won cleanest hospital of the year award in 2008.
ll Adrian has lectured for Harvard and Stamford
Universities in regard to process improvement
activity and developing a strategy for a
country-wide service improvement service.
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ll She later gained a Bachelor of Health Science (Nursing)
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Mr Stephen Bell

Mr Geoff Evans

Acting Chief Operating Officer

Executive Director, Finance and Performance
Chief Financial Officer

ll Stephen Bell is the Acting Chief Operating
Officer for the WBHHS (South). Stephen has been
employed by Queensland Health for 18 years.
ll Stephen has worked in health management
roles for the past 8 years, he has held executive

ll Mr Geoff Evans is the Executive Director
of Finance and Performance and Chief
Financial Officer for WBHHS since 2011.
ll Geoff has five years banking, five years small business,

leadership positions at the Sunshine Coast HHS

and over 30 years of health care experience.

and the WBHHS where he has previously been

ll During Geoff’s health care career he has worked

employed as the Director of Community and

in rural health, integrated health services, acute

Allied Health Services, WBHHS (South).

hospitals, mental health, and regional health services.

ll Stephen is a registered psychologist and has worked

ll Geoff’s previous employment includes Director Finance

extensively in acute mental health services and in the

& Corporate Services Southern Adelaide Health

area of complex psychological trauma and child abuse.

Services, Director Financial Services Royal Brisbane

Stephen has presented papers at state and international

& Women’s Hospital, Strategic Director Financial

conferences on collaborative models for the treatment

Planning & Performance, Adelaide Health Service.

of traumatised and disabled children in state care.
ll In 2007, Stephen received a Department of Child Safety

ll He has worked at executive level on significant health
and information systems reforms, lead corporate

Minister’s Recognition of Excellence Award – in child

governance restructures, and redesigned financial

protection practice and a Sunshine Coast Health Service

and performance management systems achieving

District District Manager’s Commendation for leading

quality outcomes and a high level of stewardship.

and developing a high quality health service team.
ll Stephen settled in the Fraser Coast 12

ll Geoff has a Business Certificate Accounting
qualification, is a Graduate of the Health Industry

months ago with his wife, who is a local

Development Council Management Program, and is a

school teacher and his two young sons.

Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.
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Mr George Plint

Dr Malcolm Donaldson

Executive Director, Integrated Mental Health,
Alcohol and Other Drugs Service

Executive Director, Education, Training, Research and Oral Health

ll Mr George Plint is the Executive Director of
the Integrated Mental Health, Alcohol and
Other Drugs Service for the WBHHS.
ll George completed his Psychiatric Nurse
training at Baillie Henderson Hospital,
Toowoomba in 1982 and his General Nursing
training at Gold Coast Hospital in 1986.
ll He later completed his Bachelor of Nursing
Degree from University of Southern Queensland,
Graduate Diploma in Community Mental Health

ll Dr Malcolm Donaldson is the Executive
Director of Education, Training, Research
and Oral Health for the WBHHS.
ll Dr Donaldson is the Adjunct Associate Professor
Griffith University School of Medicine and Dentistry
ll Dr Donaldson is a qualified dental
surgeon with 30 years experience.
ll Dr Donaldson owned a large NHS
practice in Scotland for 16 years.
ll Dr Donaldson has worked as a Business

from the University of Queensland and Graduate

Manager and Clinical Director for the

Certificate in Health Service Management from

largest Dental Corporate in the UK.

the Queensland University of Technology.
ll He has worked across a range of health settings
associated with general and psychiatric nursing as
well as extensive experience in aged care nursing,
Red-cross Blood Bank and community mental health
case-management prior to establishing and managing
the Fraser Coast Mental Health Service in 1999.
ll Areas of interest include service
development and health promotion.

ll After moving to Australia in 2005, Dr Donaldson
worked as senior for Quality and Education in Cairns.
ll In 2008, Dr Donaldson took up the position of Director
for Oral Health on the Gold Coast which included
managing the student, placement and treatment
contracts with Griffith University Dental School.
ll In 2011, Dr Donaldson took up the position of Clinical
Director with Wide Bay and has since become a
member of executive and has recently taken on
responsibility for education and research for the HHS.
ll Dr Donaldson is both an experienced open disclosure
consultant and facilitator for disclosure training.
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Dr Margaret Young

Ms Josephine Leveritt

Director and Public Health Physician

Acting Executive Director, Human Resource Services

ll Dr Margaret Young is the Director and Public Health

ll Ms Josephine Leveritt is the Acting Executive

Physician at the Wide Bay Public Health Unit.

Director, Human Resource Services for WBHHS.

ll Dr Young is a medically trained doctor with specialist

ll Josephine has worked in senior human resource

qualifications in Public Health Medicine which is

and industrial relations roles in a number of

concerned with the promotion of health and prevention

public health facilities throughout Queensland

of disease and illness at the population level.

over a period of approximately 15 years.

ll The Public Health Unit provides multi-disciplinary

ll Prior to this, Josephine worked in the private sector

community-oriented communicable disease

as an industrial relations advocate representing

control and environmental health services,

businesses in various industrial relations tribunals.

complementing health protection functions of
government and non-government agencies.

ll She has tertiary qualifications which include a
Bachelor of Laws (Honours), Graduate Diploma

ll Dr Young worked in hospital-based medicine and

(Legal Practice), Bachelor of Business (HRM)

general practice in Australia before working as a

and Graduate Diploma (Industrial Relations).

volunteer in Cambodia in the early to mid 1990s.
There she began to more fully understand the
contribution to health outcomes of the environment,
socio-economic circumstances, literacy and
education, in addition to personal behaviours.
ll Since completing public health medicine training,

ll Josephine is an admitted Solicitor of the
Supreme Court of Queensland.
ll Josephine is a CP member of the Australian
Human Resource Institute of Australia.
ll In 2008, she was awarded a Queensland Health

she has worked at the Communicable Disease Unit

HR Practitioners Award for contributions

in Brisbane and the Gold Coast Public Health Unit

made to Queensland Health employees as

before moving to the Wide Bay eight years ago.

a result of a new project or initiative.
ll In 2009, she was awarded a Metro North
Health Service District Staff Excellence Award
for developing and supporting staff.
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Mr Pieter Pike

Mr Mathew Nott

Executive Director of Clinical Governance

Director, Media and Communications

ll Dr Pieter Pike is the Executive Director of

ll Mr Mathew Nott is the Director of Media

Clinical Governance for the WBHHS
ll Pieter has over 30 years of health care experience and
has clinical and managerial specialist qualifications.
ll He worked internationally in primary,
secondary and tertiary healthcare, in
both the private and public sector.
ll Pieter was appointed as external medical advisor to

ll He is a former print and broadcast journalist
who has worked for news organisations
in Australia and internationally.
ll He was most recently editor of the
Fraser Coast Chronicle.
ll He holds a BA.Comm (print) and is currently studying

the New Zealand Health and Disability Commissioner

law through the Legal Profession Admission Board

and act as an auditor for urgent care medical centres

(LPAB) as taught by the University of Sydney.

ll He was invited by Massey University to teach
Strategic Health Management as part of the
Business Management Faculty and acted as
external examiner for Auckland University.
ll Pieter has a keen interest in Clinical Governance
and Systems Thinking and sees that as key to
providing safe and sustainable healthcare services.
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Boards and Committees

ll to co-operate with other providers of health services,
the department and providers of primary healthcare,
in planning for, and delivering, health services;

Role and responsibilities of the Board

ll to co-operate with local primary
healthcare organisations;

The primary role of the Board is to provide effective
governance over the delivering of hospital services,
other health services, teaching, research and other
services stated in the WBHHS service agreement.

ll to arrange for the provision of health services
to public patients in private health facilities;
ll to manage the performance of the service against the
performance measures stated in the service agreement;

The Board’s responsibilities include, but are not
limited to, the matters listed below. The Board may
refer some or all of these matters to one or more
Committees of the Board. In such cases, the Board

ll to provide performance data and other
data to the chief executive;
ll to consult with health professionals working in the

will oversee the work of these committees and attend

network, health consumers and members of the

to matters referred to it by those committees.

community about the provision of health services;

To contribute to the effective management and
delivery of health services, and in accordance with
the Act, the Board undertakes the following:
ll to ensure the operations of the service are carried
out efficiently, effectively and economically;
ll to enter into a service agreement
with the chief executive;
ll to comply with the health service
directives that apply to the service;
ll to contribute to, and implement, state-wide service
plans that apply to the service and undertake further
service planning that aligns with state-wide plans;
ll to monitor and improve the quality of health

ll other functions approved by the Minister;
ll other functions necessary or incidental
to the above functions.

Membership of the Board
The Board consists of five or more members (increased
from five to 10 in May 2013) appointed by the Governor
in Council, by gazette notice, on recommendation of
the Minister (refer to earlier section profiling current
members). The Minister will recommend persons considered
to have the skills, knowledge and experience required for a
network to perform its functions effectively and efficiently.
The tenure of the members of the Board is stated

services delivered by the service, including,

in the member’s instrument of appointment

for example, by implementing national

and is not more than four years.

clinical standards for the service;
ll to develop local clinical governance
arrangements for the service;
ll to undertake minor capital works, and

The Governor in Council may, on recommendation
of the Minister, appoint a member of the
Board to be Chair of the Board; and another
member to be Deputy Chair of the Board.

major capital works approved by the chief
executive, in the service area;
ll to maintain assets owned by the network
or the state in the service area;
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Authority of the Board
The Board functions under the authority of the
Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (the Act). The
Board may delegate its functions under the Act and the
Financial Accountability Act 2009 to a committee of
the Board if all of the members of the committee are
board members or to the WBHHS Chief Executive.
The Board has the authority to create relevant committees
prescribed by legislation or regulation, or others as
deemed necessary to assist the Board in discharging its
responsibilities. The Board may only delegate decision
making authority to a committee where its members are

services to achieve coordinated, integrated
health service delivery across both sectors;
ll there should be responsiveness to the needs of
users of public sector health services about the
delivery of public sector health services;
ll information about the delivery of public sector
health services should be provided to the
community in an open and transparent way;
ll there should be commitment to ensuring that
places at which public sector health services
are delivered are places at which –
•

harassment and discrimination;

Board members. Non-Board members may participate
in any such committees only as non-voting members.
To assist the Board in discharging its responsibilities,
the Board oversees the following Committees:
ll Audit Committee
ll Finance Committee
ll Safety and Quality Committee.
Each Committee is to have a charter, and membership
determined by the Board; the Board will review
its committee structure (including role, function,
charter and membership) at least every two years.

employees are free from bullying,

•

employees are respected and
diversity is embraced; and

•

there is a positive workplace culture
based on mutual trust and respect;

ll there should be openness to complaints from users of
public sector health services and a focus on dealing
with the complaints quickly and transparently;
ll there should be engagement with clinicians,
consumers and community members and local primary
healthcare organisations in planning, developing
and delivering public sector health services ;
ll opportunities for research and development

Guiding principles
The Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011
provides the following principles intended to
guide achievement of the Act’s objectives. These
principles guide all deliberations of the Board.
Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011
ll the best interests of users of public sector health
services should be the main consideration in
all decisions and actions under this Act;
ll there should be a commitment to ensuring quality and
safety in the delivery of public sector health services;
ll providers of public sector health services should
work with providers of private sector health
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relevant to the delivery of public sector
health services should be promoted;
ll opportunities for training and education
relevant to the delivery of public sector
health services should be promoted.
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Remuneration

Achievements of the Board in 2012/13

The Governor in Council approves the remuneration

Governance

arrangements for Hospital and Health Board Chairs,
Deputy Chairs and Members. Chairs, Deputy Chairs
and Members will be paid an annual salary consistent
with the Government policy titled: Remuneration
of Part-time Chairs and Members of Government
Boards, Committees and Statutory Authorities.
Annual salaries are calculated using the daily amounts
prescribed for special assignment for the appropriate
category. They are based on a five-day per fortnight
work commitment for Chairs and three days per fortnight
work commitment for Members and Deputy Chairs
(this projected work commitment includes time spent
on sub-committee work). Twenty-two fortnights are
used in the formula for calculating annual salaries.
Board Chairs, Deputy Chairs and Members will be paid

ll Fortnightly board meetings conducted
in July and August 2012
ll Monthly board meetings conducted
from September 2012
ll Endorsed terms of reference for the
Board’s three sub-committees
ll Sub-committees operational from October 2012
ll Extended board membership from five
to 10 members in May 2013
ll Invited a number of the WBHHS Executive Team to
present information/reports at Board meetings
ll Specific performance reports being presented
at monthly Board meetings by HSCE:

via the HHS’s payroll system on a fortnightly basis

•

Budget

directly into a bank or building society account. A

•

FTE (MOHRI target)

•

NEAT

•

NEST

•

Quality and Safety

pay advice slip will be sent to the Member’s nominated
address when they have been paid. The fees paid
to Chairs and Members of government boards are
assessable under the Income Tax Assessment Act.
For Board remuneration see Section 5
Financial Statements page 86.

ll Minutes of the Board are available on
the WBHHS external website.

Workforce
ll Appointment of Chief Executive from UK
within a three month timeframe
ll Approved recruitment of additional physician
(Director of Medicine) at Fraser Coast
ll Pursuing recruitment of clinician
vacancies throughout WBHHS
ll Appointment of a number of clinical
vacancies at our rural facilities
ll Positive response to CE’s request for workforce
input into efficiency and cost effective strategies
ll Board members orientation completed
ll A renewed leadership team and
organisational structure announced.
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Planning
ll WBHHS interim strategic plan
completed in October 2012
ll Consumer and community engagement
strategy commenced
ll WBHHS and Medicare Local protocol ratified and
enhanced to align planning and service delivery
ll Joint needs assessment project
undertaken with Medicare Local
ll WBHH Board Work Plan completed
ll WBHHS strategic planning process commenced
in June with three planning forums involving
all Board members, executive, leading clinicians,
consumers, unions, council, politicians, private
providers and the Wide Bay Medicare Local.

Community Engagement
ll Consumer and Community Advisory Networks
(CANs) operational in Bundaberg and Fraser Coast
ll Comprehensive rural tour (North Burnett)
conducted in November 2012
ll Visitations completed at all WBHHS facilities
and educational/orientation tours completed
ll Conducted meetings with local MPs
ll Engaged with a number of community organisations
ll Responding proactively to media enquiries that
have potential to impact negatively on WBHHS
ll Increased number of positive hospital and
health features in the local media.

Capital Works
ll Expanded/enhanced facilities to meet the
needs of the Wide Bay community
ll Confirmation of Cancer Clinic for Bundaberg
ll Confirmation of Oral Health Projects (Hervey
Bay/Maryborough/ Bundaberg)
ll Aged care facility progressed to tender (Childers)
ll Ministerial visit to Hervey Bay
Hospital to open Renal Unit
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ll Funding approved for construction of
Community Care Unit (Mental Health
capital works program) in Bundaberg
ll Progressing cancer and dental health capital works.

Health Services
ll Delivery of patient transporter to assist in
non-urgent patient transfers (Bundaberg)
ll Positive NEAT benchmarks achieved throughout
2012/13 and improved NEST results
ll Established a public/private partnership with
Mater Hospital to provide fixed price volume
for ENT Services for 2-8 year olds
ll Developed contemporary Model of Care
for persistent pain services in partnership
with Medicare Local and drug companies
including education and training for GPs
ll Approved a transition plan for cessation
of unsustainable liver services
ll Established non-urgent inter-hospital
transport vehicle at Bundaberg.
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Related entities
Schedule of statutory bodies, acts and subordinate legislation
Crime and Misconduct Act 2001

Hospitals Foundations Regulation 2005

Dental Technicians Registration Act 2001

Medical Radiation Technologist Registration Act 2001

Dental Technicians Registration Regulation 2002

Medical Radiation Technologists
Registration Regulation 2002

Financial Accountability Act 2009

Mental Health Act 2000

Health Act 1937

Mental Health Regulation 2002

Health Regulation 1996

Mental Health Review Tribunal Rule 2009

Health (Drugs and Poisons) Regulation 1996

Occupational Therapists Registration Act 2001

Health Practitioner Registration Boards
(Administration) Act 1999

Occupational Therapists Registration Regulation 2001

Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009

Public Health Act 2005

Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Regulation

Public Health Regulation 2005

Health Practitioner Regulation National
Law (Transitional) Regulation 2010

Radiation Safety Act 1999

Health Practitioners (Professional Standards) Act 1999

Radiation Safety Regulation 2010

Health Practitioners (Professional
Standards) Regulation 2010

Radiation Safety (Radiation Safety Standards) Notice 2010

Health Quality and Complaints Commission Act 2006

Speech Pathologists Registration Act 2001

Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011

Speech Pathologists Registration Regulation 2001

Hospital and Health Boards Regulation 2012

Statutory Bodies Financial Arrangements Act 1982

Hospitals Foundations Act 1982

Statutory bodies
ll Bundaberg Health Services Foundation
Hospital foundations are constituted as statutory
bodies under the Hospitals Foundations Act 1982.
They aim to acquire, manage and apply property and
any associated income to continuing projects within
or associated with their respective hospitals.
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Public Sector Ethics Act 1994
WBHHS is committed to upholding the values and
standards of conduct outlined in the Code of Conduct
for the Queensland Public Service which came into
effect 1 January 2011. The code of conduct applies
to all employees of WBHHS and was developed
under the Public Sector Ethics Act 1994 consisting
of four core aspirational principles consisting of:
ll Integrity and impartiality
ll Promoting the public good
ll Commitment to the system of government
ll Accountability and transparency
As of 1 July 2012, following the devolution of functions
from the Department of Health, the Executive Director,
Human Resource Services became the central point
within WBHHS to receive, assess and refer allegations of
suspected official misconduct to the Crime and Misconduct
Commission. This role enabled the WBHHS Chief Executive
to fulfil his obligation to report allegations of suspected
official under the Crime and Misconduct Act 2001.
The WBHHS delivers mandatory training to all staff
which includes Code of Conduct and public sector ethics.
The WBHHS abides by the Department of Health HR
policies that relate to the application of the Code of Conduct
and the reporting of suspected official misconduct.
In early 2013, the Leadership, Capability and
Placement unit within the Department of Health
commenced a review of the existing on-line Code
of Conduct and Ethical Decision Making training
modules situated on QHEPS. This was in line with
the Capability Development focus in Section 4 of
the Blueprint for Better Healthcare in Queensland
(Investing, innovating and planning for the future).
Work is progressing on the design and implementation of
a contemporary training tool which will merge the two
existing on-line training courses into one comprehensive
training course; focus on educating employees on
acceptable ethical and accountable behaviours based on
the whole of government direction; focus on educating
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line managers of their roles in managing people and
teams; and include key elements of Fraud Awareness,
Misconduct and Public Interest Disclosures.
Work is progressing well in the development
of this modernised training course and it
is expected to be finalised and available to
implement across WBHHS in October 2013.
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Risk management

Director of Medical Services (Fraser Coast)
Clinical Director (Fraser Coast)

Overview of committee role,
responsibilities and membership
The WBHHS Governance, Safety and Risk Committee is the
designated risk management committee for the WBHHS.

Director of Medical Services (Bundaberg)
Clinical Director (Fraser Coast)
Director of Medical Services — Rural
Nursing Stream Director (Bundaberg)

Its key role and responsibilities are to ensure that:

Chief Operations Officer (Bundaberg & Rural)

ll Safety and quality risks are actively managed through

Nursing Stream Director (Fraser Coast)

the WBHHS integrated systems of governance.
ll Care provided by the WBHHS clinical workforce
is guided by current best practice.
ll The provision of safe, high quality health

Chief Operations Officer (Fraser Coast)
Executive Director of Mental Health
Director of Clinical Governance (or delegate)

care is provided by qualified and skilled

District Director Pharmacy

managers and clinical workforce.

District Director of Nursing Services

ll Patient safety and quality incidents are
recognised, reported and analysed to inform
improved safety systems for the WBHHS.
ll Patients of the WBHHS will have their rights respected
and be supported to participate in their care.
ll Strategic and operational planning ensures the delivery
of high quality and safe health care and services.
ll Safety management systems ensure the safety and
wellbeing of patients, staff, visitors and contractors.
ll Governance is supported through formal structures
and appropriate delegation across the Health Service.
The Committee meets quarterly and reports directly
to the Chief Executive. It is chaired by the Executive
Director Medical Services and its membership comprises:

District Director Education and Research Collaborative
Director of Nursing Services Fraser Coast (or Delegate)
Indigenous Health Coordinator
Community Health Representative (or Delegate)
Consumer Representatives x 2
Allied Health Representative
Manager ABF & Clinical Costing
Standing agenda items include:
ll WBHHS Credentialing Status Report
ll High & Very High Clinical Risks
ll WBHHS Clinical Incident Report –
Trends; Analysis; Never Events
ll WBHHS Complaints Report – five day
Acknowledgements; Trends; Analysis
ll WBHHS Formal Disclosure Report – Outcomes
ll WBHHS Compliance reporting three Cs – including
medical imaging, surgical safety checklist
ll Audit results – PIP; Falls; VTE
ll Progress against Action Plans – all variances
ll Feedback from the Consumer Advisory Network
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ll Fire plan readiness – action plan
ll WBHHS Violence Minimisation training Reports
ll WBHHS SP&E Minutes and Risk report.
The key achievements of this risk management
committee over the past 12 months include:
ll Restructuring of committee to better meet the overall
governance requirements of the organisation
ll Changing name from District Clinical Governance
Committee to Governance, Safety & Risk Committee
ll Developing more robust terms of reference
and reporting structure to reflect the move
to a more integrated model of clinical and
corporate governance and risk management
ll Closure of 42 risks from the register including 22
high risks, 13 medium risks and seven low risks.

Corporate risk management
All accountability areas within the WBHHS
structure are responsible for developing a risk
register and implementing the Integrated Risk
Management Policy. The financial and management
accountabilities control risks within each position.
The corporate risk management strategy maintains
the Wide Bay and Hospital Health Service risk
management policy framework and promotes risk
management training and education. The risk
management strategy reinforces engagement with risk
advisory services and supports the administration of
the WBHHS risk management information system.
Mechanisms to strengthen corporate accountability
include integrating risk management into
executive committee business and development
of a department risk/profile register.
A roll out of a process across executive committees
plans to enable the identification and documentation
of risk and to facilitate mapping of an organisational
risk profile. Important principles are that the process
should be simple to apply and flexible in its structure
so it is relevant to all executive committees.
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The process should support information sharing
across committees to enable effective decision making
and resource allocation. Each executive committee
is to identify high level (strategic) risks. An owner
of the risk will be identified and risk management/
mitigation strategies will be agreed and recorded.
Each executive committee will use a standard template to
document risks and these risk registers will be consolidated
to provide organisation-wide oversight that will be set
down in a centralised strategic risk register for the WBHHS.
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Audit committee
The Audit Committee is a committee of the Wide
Bay Hospital and Health Service Board and

ll overseeing the service’s liaison with the Queensland
Audit Office in relation to the service’s proposed audit
strategies and plans; Financial Accountability Act 2009;
ll assessing external audit reports for the service

operates under a charter to provide independent

and the adequacy of actions taken by the

assurance and assistance to the Board on:

service as a result of the reports, and how the

ll risk, control and compliance frameworks; and
ll external accountability responsibilities as
prescribed in the Financial Accountability Act
2009, the Auditor-General Act 2009, the Financial
Accountability Regulation 2009 and the Financial
and Performance Management Standard 2009.

service is managing the risks or concerns;
ll monitoring the adequacy of the service’s management
of legal and compliance risks and internal
compliance systems, including the effectiveness of
the systems in monitoring compliance by the service
with relevant laws and government policies;
ll assessing the service’s complex or unusual

Broadly, the committee’s responsibilities are aligned

transactions or series of transactions, or any

to the functions prescribed in the Hospital and

material deviation from the service’s budget;

Health Boards Regulation 2012 which covers:
ll assessing the adequacy of the service’s financial
statements, having regard to the following:
•

•

ll any other function given to the committee
by the service’s board, if the function is not
inconsistent with a function mentioned above.

the appropriateness of the

The committee reports to the Board and takes

accounting practices used;

a proactive approach to risk management and

compliance with prescribed accounting standards

escalation of concerns to the Board.

under the Financial Accountability Act 2009;

The committee is scheduled to meet at least

•

external audits of the service’s financial statements;

four times per year and will undertake an

•

information provided by the service

annual self assessment of its performance.

about the accuracy and completeness
of the financial statements;
ll monitoring the service’s compliance with its obligation
to establish and maintain an internal control

Name

Membership

Dates

Adrian Daniel

Chair (voting)

July 2012 –
March 2013

Gary Kirk

Member (voting)
Acting Chair
(voting)

July 2012 –
March 2013
April 2013 –
June 2013

Barbara Hovard

Member (voting)

July 2012 –
June 2013

Adrian Pennington

Member (non
voting) HSCE

September 2012
– June 2013

Geoff Evans

Member (non
voting) CFO

July 2012 –
June 2013

structure and systems of risk management under
the Financial Accountability Act 2009, including:
•

whether the service has appropriate
policies and procedures in place; and

•

whether the service is complying with
the policies and procedures;

ll if an internal audit function is established for
the Service under the Financial and Performance
Management Standard 2009, part 2, division
5 – monitoring and advising the service’s
board about its internal audit function;
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Internal audit
Internal Audit is an integrated component of
corporate governance, promoting efficient
management and assisting in risk management.
The Board approved the outsourcing of the internal
audit function for 2012-2013 in order to achieve an
independent and objective assurance program. The
Board also approved the WBHHS becoming a spoke
of an internal audit hub in conjunction with Central
Queensland and Sunshine Coast HHS’s from 2013-2014.
The internal audit program incorporated
the following audit schedule:
ll review of opening balances in the transfer
of balance sheet items from the Department
of Health to the WBHHS on 1 July 2012
ll financial due diligence on the operations
of the WBHHS aged care facility
ll roster management audit including subsequent
specific departmental roster audits
ll contract management audit
The outsourced internal audit provider also
liaised extensively with the external auditors in
actioning recommendations from the interim audit
and the final audit related to the certification
of the annual financial statements.
The internal audit function operated with due
regard to Queensland Treasury and Trade’s Audit
Committee Guidelines and Section 29 of the Financial
and Performance Management Standard 2009.
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Information systems
and recordkeeping
The WBHHS is committed to improving record keeping
practices to comply with the Public Records Act 2002,
Information Standard 40: Recordkeeping and Information
Standard 31: Retention and Disposal of Public Records.
Under Machinery-of-Government (MoG) changes,
permanent transfer of administrative and functional
records (with the exception of personnel, workplace health
and safety, and capital works and infrastructure files)
from the Department of Health to the WBHSS occurred.
The WBHHS uses the RecFind recordkeeping program
for record management and classifies records under
the BCS (Business Classification Scheme).
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Government objectives
for the community

2012 to align with these latter government documents.
That interim Strategic Plan was then updated in March
2013 to better reflect the priorities and directions outlined
in the Queensland Government’s Blueprint for Better

The Queensland Government is committed to ensuring

Healthcare in Queensland. Further work has commenced

better healthcare outcomes for Queenslanders. In February

to develop a final comprehensive Strategic Plan 2013-17

2013, the Queensland Government released its Blueprint

for the WBHHS including a full consultation process with

for Better Healthcare in Queensland which sets the scene

staff, other health providers and the wider community.

for structural and cultural improvements across the
health system. The Blueprint has four principal themes:
1. Health services focused on patients and people
2. Empowering the community and our health workforce
3. Providing Queenslanders with value in health services
4. Investing, innovating and planning for the future.
In addition, the Queensland Government has applied six

Whole of government plans
Overview – National Health
Reform Agreement and National
Partnership Agreement on Improving
Public Hospital Services

key values, outlined in Getting Queensland Back on Track

New Subacute Beds Guarantee Funding

and its subsequent Statement of Health Priorities to guide

This reform will improve patient health outcomes,

the Government’s policies and actions to improve health

functional capacity and quality of life by increasing

outcomes for Queenslanders. These values include:

access to subacute care services including rehabilitation,

ll Better services for patients
ll Better healthcare in the community

palliative care, subacute mental health and geriatric
evaluation and management and psycho-geriatric
services in both hospitals and the community.

ll Valuing our employees and empowering frontline staff
ll Empowering local communities with a greater say
over their hospital and local health services
ll Value for money for taxpayers, and
ll Openness.
The WBHHS developed its Service Delivery Statement

Additional Rehabilitation Beds
WBHHS was been allocated funding under this
program to build and commission 22 dedicated
rehabilitation beds at Maryborough Hospital. The unit
was commissioned on 4 February 2013 and officially
opened by Senator Hogg on Monday, 25 March 2013.

and its first draft Strategic Plan for 2012-16 in October
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These additional beds improved patient identification
and patient flow strategies within WBHSS (South)
have allowed an additional 1,487 Rehab type bed days
comparing 2011/12 (10,774) to 2012/13 (12,261). Prior to

ll Personal care support providing care
for a wide range of client needs:
•

with activities of daily living;

the commissioning of this new unit, the management
of sub-acute patients occurred across several clinical

•

the patient rehabilitation journey with:

ll Access to professional allied health services and
assessments supported by a multidisciplinary team:
•

ll Care in a home-like environment;
ll Increased community/social activities

•

management including family meetings;
ll Individualised goal setting meetings for patients

Dietician: professional nutritional
assessment/guidance;

•

and support to patients and their families;
ll Streamlined multi-disciplinary case

Physiotherapy: maintain mobility,
enjoyment in daily life;

such as the fortnightly BBQ;
ll Inclusion of volunteers to provide stimulation

Overnight/weekend support: reducing
carer stress/supporting the client;

units at both Hervey Bay and Maryborough hospitals.
The Rehabilitation Unit’s model of care enhances

In home/social support: assistance

Occupational therapy: advice on
appropriate equipment selection;

•

Speech pathology;

•

Social worker: access to counselling
services for client/carer/family.

and carers with the multi-disciplinary team.

Palliative Care

National Partnership Agreement on
Treating More Public Dental Patients

This reform component seeks to improve health

The objective of the National Partnership Agreement

outcomes, functional capacity and quality of life for

on Treating More Public Dental Patients (NPA) is

patients by increasing the volume and quality of the

to alleviate pressure on public dental waiting lists

subacute care services in both hospital and community

with a particular focus on Indigenous patients,

settings. WBHHS utilises this funding to purchase

patients at high risk of, or from, major oral

palliative care services from non-government providers

health problems, and those from rural areas.

within the WBHHS geographical catchment area.
WBHHS had the longest dental waiting lists in Queensland
These services allow clients to remain in their

with an average 12 year wait. NPA funds have been

home environment until such time as their clinical

utilised in a combination of additional public oral health

condition deteriorates requiring hospitalisation.

staffing and outsourcing to the private sector. WBHHS

The key program deliverables include:

remains amongst the longest waits despite significant

ll Nursing services:
•

•

Assessment by experienced registered nurse to

WBHHS anticipates this funding will reduce the

identify and address the level of care required;

number of clients waiting for treatment by more

Review pain management, medication,
symptoms by experienced RN monitoring
client and carer needs on an ongoing basis;

•

Care Co-ordination: liaison with
general practitioners and other
multidisciplinary team members;
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reductions since outsourcing commenced in April 2013.

than 50 per cent over the next 12 months.
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WBHHS strategic objectives and performance indicators
Strategic Plan
Objectives

Revitalise frontline
services within the
WBHHS in line with
the Government’s
objective to Getting
Queensland Back
on Track

Improve health
services and health
outcomes for the
Wide Bay community
in alignment with
the Blueprint for
better healthcare
in Queensland

Ensure services are
focused on patients
and people, and
are delivered in
the right setting

Restore accountability
and confidence
in the WBHHS

Ensure financial
viability of the
WBHHS to provide
value for money
health services

Performance Indicators 2013-2017

Result / Status as at 30 June 2013

100% National Elective Surgery Target
(NEST) for patients treated within the
clinically recommended timeframes

Cat 1 92%;
Cat 2 86%;
Cat 3 94%

90% National Emergency Access Target (NEAT) for
patients seen in ED within agreed timeframes

77%

Clinical service capability framework (CSCF) that
meets acute health needs of local population

CSCF Level IV for Hervey Bay/Bundaberg
Hospitals - 85% self sufficiency for HHS

8% reduction in the cost per Weighted
Activity Unit (WAU) for the WBHHS

3% reduction achieved 2012 v 2013

90% occupancy rates in Hervey Bay and
Maryborough Hospitals at all times

91% occupancy for Fraser Coast
hospitals as at 30 June 2013

Commissioning of new specialist services and facilities

Cardiac Investigations Unit commissioned March 2013

Reduction in average length of stay
(ALOS) for medical patients

ALOS 2.09 days in Fraser Coast from 2.12
days in 11/12; Bundaberg 1.7 to 1.6 ALOS

Reduction in readmissions to hospital
for chronic conditions

Ongoing

Improved access to self-management
and group based therapies

Ongoing discussions with Medicare Local and
key specialities eg COPD, heart disease

Reduced obesity rates in the Wide Bay
and Bundaberg in particular

Joint needs assessment and planning
undertaken with Medicare Local

Formal protocols established with Wide Bay
Medicare Local, aged care and disability sectors

Enhanced protocol with Wide Bay Medicare Local

Increased use of home therapies and
hospital in the home programs

Proportion of renal home dialysis increased
from 20.7% Jun12 to 24% Jun13

Seamless transition of care from GP to hospital to
aged care facility/community based provider

GP referral guidelines implemented for 18 specialties

100% achievement of all national Closing the
Gap Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

ATSI follow-up within 7 days post MH discharge
86%; ATSI discharges against medical advice 3%

Effective Consumer Advisory Networks (CANs)
operating in both Bundaberg and Hervey Bay

2 CANs established – bi-monthly meetings

Sustained high rate of consumer compliments and
20% annual reduction in patient complaints

33% decrease in consumer compliments
from 1196 in 2011/12 to 802 in 2012/13

Well informed and engaged clinical staff as
reflected in positive clinician feedback

Instigated direct feedback of ideas
to CE + open planning days

QIP embedded in the culture of the organisation

Ongoing process - QIP features in all service plans

100% of WBHHS services are accredited at all times

Achieved

Improved clinical governance and robust clinical
processes/practices across all service streams

New clinical governance framework
and structure implemented

20% sustained improvement in performance
in key clinical safety indicators

0 Never Events and 0 Deaths in Low
Mortality DRGs recorded in 2012/13

Reduced staff turnover and reliance on
locums and agency clinical staff

Locum usage 55 FTEs in 2012 to 34 in 2013;
Agency nursing from 18 FTEs to 9.5 FTEs

Financial integrity is maintained at all times

Achieved balanced budget 2012/13

Alignment of WBHHS activities with
budgets, workforce and performance

Implemented new annual planning
template and budget setting process

Alignment of WBHHS service priorities to
Government policies and priorities

Blueprint priorities reflected in all
Strategic/Operational plans

Development of consultative 7-year Strategic
Plan with detailed service plans

Process commenced - 3 planning forums held

Achievement of own source revenue targets and
all financial targets as per Service Agreement

Achieved 2012/13

Highly skilled, high performing and resilient workforce Ongoing
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WBHSS Service Delivery Performance Statement 2012-2013
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Service

Notes

2012-13
Target/Est.

2012-13
Actual

2013-14
Target/Est.

100%
89%
83%
78%
91%
79%

100%
80%
75%
70%
70%
..

Percentage of patients attending emergency
departments seen within recommended timeframes:
• Category 1 (within 2 minutes)
• Category 2 (within 10 minutes)
• Category 3 (within 30 minutes)
• Category 4 (within 60 minutes)
• Category 5 (within 120 minutes)
• All categories

1

100%
80%
75%
70%
70%
..

Percentage of emergency department attendances who
depart within four hours of their arrival in the department

2

77%

77%

80%

Median wait time for treatment in
emergency departments (minutes)

20

19

20

Median wait time for elective surgery (days)

25

30

25

95%
84%
93%

92%
86%
94%

100%
91%
96%

New measure

47%
42%
56%

44%
47%
90%

36,447
5,538
6,160
12,349
2,030

38,995
9,244
5,664
13,427
2,600

35,512
6,142
6,218
12,720
2,684

New measure

$4,742

$4,644

Percentage of elective surgery patients treated
within clinically recommended times:
• Category 1 (30 days)
• Category 2 (90 days)
• Category 3 (365 days)
Percentage of specialist outpatients waiting
within clinically recommended timeframes:
• Category 1 (within 30 days)
• Category 2 (within 90 days)
• Category 3 (within 365 days)

2

3

Total weighted activity units:
• Acute Inpatients
• Outpatients
• Sub acute
• Emergency Department
• Mental Health
Average cost per weighted activity unit for
Activity Based Funding facilities
Rate of healthcare associated Staphylococcus
aureus (including MRSA) bloodstream (SAB)
infections/10,000 acute public hospital patient days

6

New measure

1.1

1.1

Number of in-home visits, families with newborns

7

New measure

2,972

3,633

55% - 60%

78.65%

>60%

8

10% - 14%

12.77%

<12%

9, 10

New measure

35,616

34,393 – 42,209

Rate of community follow-up within 1-7 days following
discharge from an acute mental health inpatient unit
Proportion of readmissions to an acute mental health
inpatient unit within 28 days of discharge
Ambulatory mental health service contact duration
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Notes:
1. A target is not included as there is no national
benchmark for all triage categories, however the
service standard has been included (without a target)
as it is a nationally recognised standard measure.
2. The 2013-14 targets have been set as the midway point
between the 2013 and the 2014 calendar year National
Elective Surgery Target and National Emergency
Access Target, as per the National Partnership
Agreement on Improving Public Hospital Services.
3. There is no nationally agreed target for these
measures. Targets are based on maintenance
of 2012-2013 estimated actual performance for
Categories 1 and 2, and on the target set by the
Blueprint for better healthcare in Queensland of
90% for Category 3. 2012-13 estimated actual is
based on preliminary data as at 1 May 2013.
4. The existing Total weighted activity units (WAUs)
measure has been amended to reflect the continued
refinement of the Activity Based Funding (ABF)
model and implementation of the national ABF model.
WAUs relating to Interventions and Procedures
have been added; these include services which may
be delivered in inpatient or outpatient settings, for

7. The 2012-13 Est. Actual and the 2013-14 Target/Est.
are based on preliminary data sets using comparable
data collections from the previous four years and
an increase in home visiting numbers with the
implementation of the Mums and Bubs commitment.
8. The 2013-14 Target/Est. has been revised to
<12%. This is in line with the national target
and aligns with WBHHS Service Agreement.
9. The previous measure Number of ambulatory service
contacts (mental health) has been amended to
Ambulatory mental health service contact duration,
which is considered a more robust measure of services
delivered. This is a measure of community mental
health services provided by HHSs, which represent
more than 50 per cent of the total expenditure on
clinical mental health services in Queensland.
10. Targets have been set based on methodologies
utilised in other jurisdictions. This more clearly
articulates performance expectations based on
state and national investment in the provision of
community mental health services. Due to issues
associated with the capture of data there may be under
reporting of current activity, however improvements
in reporting practices are expected in 2013-14.

example chemotherapy, dialysis and endoscopies.
5. The 2012-13 Target/Est. has been amended
to reflect Phase 16 ABF model WAUs to
enable comparison with both 2012-13 Est.
Actuals and 2013-14 Target/Est. figures.
6. Staphylococcus aureus are bacteria commonly
found on around 30% of people’s skin and noses
and often cause no adverse effects. Infections with
this organism can be serious, particularly so when
they infect the bloodstream. The data reported
for this service standard are for bloodstream
infections with Staphylococcus aureus (including
MRSA) and are reported as a rate of infection per
10,000 patient days aggregated to WBHHS level.
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Wide Bay

June 2013
Performance Category ‐ Serious Underperformance (Single Dimensional)

3. Our performance

PERFORMANCE DOMAINS ‐ Escalation KPIs

SAFETY AND QUALITY

TARGET

Wide Bay
E1

YTD Result / Latest Result

Never Events

Data as at

June 2013

Data source: Decision Support System (DSS) as at 11 July 2013

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

WBHHS
Service Agreement Performance
Indicators 2012-2013
E3
Healthcare‐associated Staphylococcus aureus (including MRSA) bacteraemia
Performance Category ‐ Serious Underperformance (Single Dimensional)
E2

Hospital acquired 3rd and 4th stage pressure injuries

‐ Quarter 3 Result (Jan ‐ Mar)

FY Target : 0

20% of 2010‐11

ACCESS
PERFORMANCE

denotes calendar year result
DOMAINS ‐ Escalation **
KPIs

National Emergency Access Target (NEAT) : **
E4
SAFETY AND%QUALITY
of ED attendances who depart within 4 hours of their arrival in ED
E5
E1

Emergency
Department: % seen within recommended timeframe:
Never Events

E5.1
E2

Category
1: within
minutes
Hospital
acquired
3rd2 and
4th stage pressure injuries

E5.2
E3

Category 2: within 10Staphylococcus
minutes
Healthcare‐associated
aureus (including MRSA) bacteraemia

E5.3

‐ Quarter 3 Result (Jan ‐ Mar)

Category 3: within 30 minutes

Emergency
Department:
% seen
recommended
timeframe:
Elective
Surgery:
% treated
withinwithin
clinically
recommended
timeframe: **
Category
Category 1:
1: within
within 2
30minutes
days
Category 2:
2: within
within 90
10 days
minutes
Category
Category 3:
3: within
within 365
30 minutes
Category
days

E5.3
E7.3
E5.4
E8
E5.5

Category 4: within 60 minutes
Elective
Surgery:
Number
of patients waiting more than the clinically recommended:
Category
5: within
120 minutes

E8.3
E7

Category
3: within
365 days
Elective
Surgery:
% treated
within clinically recommended timeframe: **

E7.1
E9
E7.2
E9.1

Category
1: within
30 daysPurchased activity and YTD activity:
Activity:
variance
between
Category
Inpatients2: within 90 days

E9.3
E8
E9.4
E8.1

ED
Elective
Surgery: Number of patients waiting more than the clinically recommended:
Mental
Health
Category
1: within 30 days

E8.1
E6
E8.2

E7.3
E9.2

E9.5
E8.2
E9.6
E8.3

77%

TARGET
0

FY Target
100%: 0
20% of 2010‐11
80%

75%

E5.4
Category 4: within 60 minutes
ACCESS
** denotes calendar year result
E5.5
Category 5: within 120 minutes
National Emergency Access Target (NEAT) : **
E4
% of ED
who(POST):
depart<within
4 hours
E6
Patient
Offattendances
Stretcher Time
30 mins
(%) of their arrival in ED
E5
E7
E5.1
E7.1
E5.2
E7.2

TARGET

Category 1: within 30 days
Patient
Off 2:
Stretcher
Time
(POST): < 30 mins (%)
Category
within 90
days

Category 3: within 365 days
Outpatients

Critical
Care
Category
2: within 90 days
Sub and Non‐Acute
Patients
Category
3: within 365
days

E9
Activity: variance between Purchased activity and YTD activity:
EFFICIENCY AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
$ ‐ Deficit / $ Surplus
E9.1
Inpatients

70%
TARGET
70%
77%
90%

May

Data currently unavailable

Data as at

Decision Support System (DSS) as at 11 July 2013
YTD ResultData/source:
Latest
Result

June
Data as at

77.1%

0
100.0%
0
DataJune
currently unavailable
87.5%
June
82.6%
June
77.8%
Data
as at
June
90.8%
June
77.1%
May
89.8%
June
May

100%
100%
80%
87%

June
June
June
June

75%
94%
70%

June
June
June

70%
0
90%
0

June
June
May
June

0

June

100%
0% to
87%
+/‐1%

June
May
June

94%

June

0

June

0

June

0

June

0% to
+/‐1%

May
Data as at

TARGET

E10
E9.2

YTD
Operating Position
Outpatients

Balanced

June

E11
E9.3

Full‐year
Forecast Operating Position
ED

Balanced

June

E12
E9.4

Own
Source
Revenue Target ‐ YTD Variance
Mental
Health

Balanced

June

E13
E9.5

YTD
average
Critical
CareMOHRE FTE ‐ Variance to target

2,745

June

E9.6

MOHRI
March
2013 Target
‐ fn ending 31‐Mar‐2013(20)
Sub and
Non‐Acute
Patients

2,584

June

CLOSING
THE
GAPFINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
EFFICIENCY
AND

$ ‐ Deficit / $ Surplus

E14
E10

Achievement
Closing the Gap escalation indicators
YTD OperatingofPosition

E11

Full‐year Forecast Operating Position
Estimated
level
completion
Indigenous
status ‐ specifically the reporting of 'not
Own Source
Revenue
Targetof‐ YTD
Variance
stated'
on admission
YTD
average
MOHRE FTE ‐ Variance to target

E14.1
E12
E13
E14.2

MOHRI
March 2013follow
Targetup
‐ fn
ending
Rate of community
within
1 ‐731‐Mar‐2013(20)
days following discharge from an acute
mental health inpatient unit; Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander consumer specific

Proportion
E14.3
CLOSING
THE
GAP of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patients who discharged
themselves against medical advice
E14
Achievement
ofand
Closing
theStrait
Gap escalation
indicators
% of Aboriginal
Torres
Islander Cultural
Practice Program participants by
E14.4
facility
Estimated level completion of Indigenous status ‐ specifically the reporting of 'not
E14.1
stated' on admission
MENTAL HEALTH AND ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
E14.2
Rate of community follow up within 1 ‐7 days following discharge from an acute
mental healthof
inpatient
unit; Aboriginal
consumer
E15
Achievement
Mental Health
& Alcoholand
andTorres
OtherStrait
Drug Islander
Treatment
Servicesspecific
E14.3
E15.1
E15.2
E14.4
E15.3

escalation
Proportionindicators
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patients who discharged
themselves against
Ambulatory
Service medical
Contactsadvice
%
of Aboriginal
and Torres
Strait
Islander
Cultural Practice Program participants by
Ambulatory
Service
Contacts:
Duration
(hours)
facility treatment facility and psychiatric hospital beds (Accrued patient days in
Extended
block funded mental health facilities)

E15.4
Closure AND
of ATODS
ClientAND
Intake
MENTAL
HEALTH
ALCOHOL
OTHER DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
E15.5
Number of dedicated hospital alcohol and other drugs withdrawal beds (MNHHS only)
E15
Achievement
of
Mental
Health
& Alcohol
andresidential
Other Drug
Treatment
Services
Significant variation in number of
dedicated
alcohol
and other
drugs
E15.6
escalation indicators
withdrawal
beds (CHQ only)
E15.1
Ambulatory Service Contacts

TARGET


©

©

91.8%
3,161.9
85.9%
436.3
93.7%
2,661.8

©
ª
©
ª

199.8
462.2
2
‐51.7
32
‐546.4
11

©
©
©
ª
©
©
ª

©
ª
©
ª

199.8
462.2
2
‐51.7
32
‐546.4
11

©

©
ª

June

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

‐

‐

‐

2.5%

2.5%

4.2%

4.2%

Data as at
June

June

115%
4.2%

95%

n/a

‐

June
Data
as at

0.8

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

June

122%

E15.4

Closure of ATODS Client Intake

E15.5

Number of dedicated hospital alcohol and other drugs withdrawal beds (MNHHS only)
Significant variation in number of dedicated residential alcohol and other drugs
withdrawal beds (CHQ only)

June

0.8

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Legend: Latest/YTD Result compared to previous reporting period:
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©

4.2%

100%
12.5%

Version 5 August 2013

©

©
ª

red
4.2%

E15.3

E15.6

©
ª

199.8
462.2
2
‐51.7
32
‐546.4
11

red

2.5%

< 2 weeks

©
©
ª
©

©
ª
©
ª

ª

4.2%

122%

Version 5 August 2013

©
ª

91.8%
3,161.9
85.9%
436.3
93.7%
2,661.8


©
©
©

June

June
100%
Ambulatory Service Contacts: Duration (hours)
115%
Legend:
Latest/YTD
to previous
Favourable
©
Extended treatment facility and psychiatric hospital beds
(Accrued
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Wide Bay

June 2013

ESCALATION KPI LIST
Escalation KPIs
Safety and Quality
Never events
E1
Hospital acquired 3rd and 4th stage Pressure Injuries
E2
Healthcare‐associated Staphylococcus aureus (incl. MRSA) bacteraemia
E3
Access
National Emergency Access Target (NEAT): % of ED attendances who depart
E4

Attainment Score
Amber

Green

KPI No.

Red

Target
0

n/a

>0

5.0% of 2010‐11 actuals

> 5.0% ‐ 25.0% of 2010‐11 actuals

> 25.0% of 2010‐11 actuals

20.0% of 2010‐11 actuals

> 20.0% ‐ 40.0% of 2010‐11 actuals

> 40.0% of 2010‐11 actuals

Target
2012: > 70.0%

2012: 69.9% ‐ 65.0%

2012: < 65.0%

2013: > 77.0%

2013: 76.9% ‐ 70.0%

2013: < 70.0%

within 4 hours of their arrival in ED

E5

E6
E7

Emergency Department: % seen within recommended timeframe:

80% of all categories

Category 1: within 2 minutes

Cat. 1: 100%

Cat. 1: 99.9% ‐ 90.0%

Cat. 1: < 90.0%

Category 2: within 10 minutes

Cat. 2: > 80.0%

Cat. 2: 79.9% ‐ 70.0%

Cat. 2: < 70.0%

Category 3: within 30 minutes

Cat. 3: > 75.0%

Cat. 3: 74.9% ‐ 65.0%

Cat. 3: < 65.0%

Category 4: within 60 minutes

Cat. 4: > 70.0%

Cat. 4: 69.9% ‐ 60.0%

Cat. 4: < 60.0%

Category 5: within 120 minutes

Cat. 5: > 70.0%

Patient Off Stretcher Time (POST): < 30 mins (%)
Elective Surgery: % treated within the clinically recommended timeframe for
their category
(National Elective Surgery Target (Part 1))

E8

Elective Surgery: Number of patients waiting more than the clinically
recommended timeframe for their category:

< 85.0%

2012

2012

2012

Cat. 1: 89.0%

Cat. 1: 88.9% ‐ 85.0%

Cat. 1: < 85.0%

Cat. 2: 81.0%

Cat. 2: 80.9% ‐ 78.0%

Cat. 2: < 78.0%

Cat. 3: 91.0%

Cat. 3: 90.9% ‐ 87.0%

Cat. 3: < 87.0%

2013

2013

2013

Cat. 1: 100%

Cat. 1: 99.9% ‐ 96.0%

Cat. 1: < 96.0%

Cat. 2: 87.0%

Cat. 2: 86.9% ‐ 83.0%

Cat. 2: < 83.0%

Cat. 3: 94.0%

Cat. 3: 93.9% ‐ 90.0%

Cat. 3: < 90.0%

0 for all categories

HHS specific

HHS specific

Cat. 1: 0

Cat. 1: > 0% ‐ 5.0%

Cat. 1: > 5.0%

Category 2: within 90 days

Cat. 2: 0

Cat. 2: > 0% ‐ 5.0%

Cat. 2: > 5.0%

Cat. 3: 0

Cat. 3: > 0% ‐ 5.0%

Cat. 3: > 5.0%

0% to +/‐1%

Within tolerance as per detail in Schedule
3 (part C) contained in the Service
Agreement

> tolerance as per detail in Schedule 3
(part C) contained in the Service
Agreement

Balanced or surplus

0 – 1.0% unfavourable variance to budget

> 1.0% unfavourable variance to budget

Balanced or surplus

0 – 1.0% unfavourable variance to budget

> 1.0% unfavourable variance to budget

Balanced or surplus

0 – 1.0% unfavourable variance to budget

> 1.0% unfavourable variance to budget

HHS specific as per detail in Schedule 3
(part B) contained in the Service
Agreement

0 – 1.0% unfavourable variance to budget

> 1.0% unfavourable variance to budget

0 escalation KPI red

1 escalation KPI red in any quarter

> = 2 escalation KPIs red in any quarter

and > = 2 escalation KPI green in any
quarter

or > = 3 escalation KPIs amber in any
quarter

or 1 escalation KPI red for > = 2
consecutive quarters

Activity: variance between purchased ABF activity and YTD recorded ABF
activity, by Service Group (Inpatients, Outpatients, ED, Mental Health, Critical
Care and SNAP)

Efficiency and Financial Performance
YTD Operating position
E10
E11

Cat. 5: < 60.0%

< 90.0% ‐ 85.0%

Category 1: within 30 days
Category 3: within 365 days

E9

Cat. 5: 69.9% ‐ 60.0%

> = 90.0%

Target

Full year Forecast Operating position
(Agreed position between System Manager and HSS)

E12

Own Source Revenue Target

E13

YTD average FTE (MOHRI head count)

Closing the Gap
Performance domain target:
E14
Achievement of Closing the Gap escalation indicators contained within
Schedule 8 of the Service Agreement.

E14.1

Target

‘Not stated’ is

‘Not stated’ is

> previous quarter but not meeting target

> = previous quarter

> = 55% of in‐scope separations of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
consumers

54.9% ‐ 50.0% of in‐scope separations

< 50.0% of in‐scope separations

< = HHS quarterly target (as per detail in
Schedule 8 contained in the Service
Agreement)

> previous quarter result but not meeting
quarterly target

> previous quarter target

> = 50.0% of quarterly target but not
achieving quarterly target

< 50.0% of quarterly target

Achieve target (listed below) in greater
than 67% of the escalation indicators

Achieve target in 67% ‐ 50% of the
escalation indicators

Achieve target in less than 50% of the
escalation indicators

< 95.0%

‘Not stated’ is < = 1%

CTG KPI 1 – Estimated level of completion of Indigenous status – specifically the
reporting of ‘not ‘stated’ on admission

E14.2

CTG KPI 2 – Percentage of in‐scope separations of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander consumers from the HHS’s acute mental health inpatient unit(s) for
which a community ambulatory service contact, in which the consumer
participated (in person or via videoconference), was recorded in one to seven
days immediately following that separation

E14.3

CTG KPI 3 – The proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patients
who discharged themselves against medical advice (DAMA)

E14.4

CTG KPI 4 – Percentage of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Cultural Practice > = HHS quarterly target (as per detail in
Schedule 8 contained in the Service
Program participants by facility
Agreement)
(based on staff numbers at beginning of financial year)

Mental Health and Alcohol and Other Drugs
Performance domain target:
E15
Achievement of Mental Health & Alcohol and Other Drug Treatment Services
escalation indicators contained within Schedule 9 of the Service Agreement.

Target

Listed below (where applicable):

E15.1
E15.2
E15.3

‐ Ambulatory service contacts

100% of ambulatory service targets

99.9% ‐ 95.0%

‐ Ambulatory service contacts: Duration

100% of ambulatory service targets

99.9% ‐ 95.0%

< 95.0%

> = 95% of accrued patient day target
delivered

94.9 ‐ 90.0%

< 90.0%

E15.4
E15.5
E15.6

‐ Closure of ATODS Client intake

> 3 weeks

‐ Extended treatment facility and psychiatric hospital beds (Accrued patient
days in block funded mental health facilities)

Closure period < 2 weeks

2 – 3 weeks

‐ Number of dedicated hospital alcohol and other drugs withdrawal beds

> 95.0% open

95.0% ‐ 85.0%

< 85.0%

‐ Significant variation in number of dedicated residential alcohol and other
drugs withdrawal beds

> 95.0% open

95.0% ‐ 85.0%

< 85.0%

Version 5 August 2013
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Clinical Access and Redesign Unit

WBHSS Service Agreement Performance Indicators 2012-2013
National Elective Surgery Target & National Emergency Access Target
2013 National Partnership Agreement

Year to

Year to

Jun-2013

May-2013

2013
Target

%in time cat 1 YTD

92%

91%

100%

%in time cat 2 YTD

86%

85%

87%

% in time cat 3 YTD

94%

92%

94%

Indicator

Queensland Health is committed to achieving the 2013 National Partnership
Agreement (NPA) targets for National Elective Surgery Target (NEST) & National
Emergency Access Target (NEAT). Achievment of NPA targets will attract additional
funding for Queensland public hospitals. The NEST consists of Part 1 and 2 targets.

NEST Part 1
(incl. Mater data)

June 2013

Wide Bay HHS

volume MONTH

374

442

347

1-Jul-13

1-Jun-13

2013
Target

long wait ave. days over cat 1

14

3

0

long wait ave. days over cat 2

56

61

45

long wait ave. days over cat 3

74

81

41

% of cohort patients removed YTD

100%

na

100%

% less than 4 hours YTD

77%

77%

77%

NEST Part 1 target relates to the percentage of patients treated within the clinically
recommended time frame, and the volume of patients treated.

The NEAT target relates to the percentage of patients that left the emergency
department within four hours, irrespective of triage category or departure status.

NEST Part 2
(excl. Mater data)

NEST Part 2 target relates to the average days that 'long wait' patients waited over
the clinically recommended time, and removal from the waiting list of the 10%
longest-waiting patients (the cohort)

Waiting at census date:

NEAT

The targets within this report align with HHS KPI's for 2013.

1

NEST Part 1, % treated in time, cumulative

100%

2

NEST Part 1, volume, cumulative

4,000

80%

3,500

70%

Volume to date

Target Volume

3,000

60%

Feb-13

Mar-13

Apr-13

May-13

Jun-13

Jul-13

Aug-13

Sep-13

Oct-13

Nov-13

Jan-13

Dec-13

Feb-13

Mar-13

Apr-13

NEST Part 1, volume, monthly
500

Target Volume

60%

250

50%

Oct-13

4,164

3,817
Nov-13

0

3,470

Sep-13

0

3,123

2,776
Aug-13

Dec-13

% within 4 hours

NPA Target

40%

374

442

70%

300

406

80%

350

381

400

386

Jul-13

100%
90%

372

Jun-13

NEAT, cumulative

Volume per month

450

30%

Apr-13

May-13

Jun-13

0

Mar-13

0

Feb-13

0

Jan-13

0

10%

0

0

20%

50

0

100

Jul-13

Aug-13

Sep-13

Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Note: Data is preliminary and subject to change. Source: HBCIS EAM Module, EDIS.
Contact: If you have any queries on this data or would like to request more information for your HSD,
please contact the Hospital Access Analysis Team(HAAT) from the Clinical Access and Redesign Unit via email or 3131 6919.
For any assistance to achieve these targets please contact Kylie Lindsay (NEST) via email or 3131 6785
or Jonathan Carver (NEAT) via email or 3131 6821.
Data in this report has been calculated against patient-level extracts from HBCIS Elective Admissions Module (NEST) and EDIS (NEAT).
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May-13

0

0
Jan-13

0

500

0%

2,429

1,000

0

Category 3 target (94%)

0

Category 2 target (87%)

10%

2,361
2,082

20%

1,987
1,735

1,500

Category 1 target (100%)

1,545
1,388

2,000

% in time category 3

30%

1,139
1,041

40%

% in time category 2

758
694

% in time category 1

523
347

2,500

50%

150

1/05/2013 target

4,500

90%

200

3 volume

0%
Jan-13

Feb-13

Mar-13

Apr-13

May-13

Jun-13

Jul-13

Aug-13

Sep-13

Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13
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Summary of financial
performance

of $45m in 2010/11, and $8.7m in 2011/12. Key nonfinancial performance targets such as waiting times in
the Emergency Department and waiting lists for elective
surgery were achieved within the available funding,

WBHSS is committed to deriving the maximum value

whilst funded activity exceeded targets by 6.5 per cent.

for money from its funding in order to deliver safe,
high quality and timely services to its community.

Plans are in place over the next financial year to reinvest
savings into service initiatives such as the Endoscopy

A balanced budget was achieved for the 2012/13 financial

Centre of Excellence in Maryborough and to reduce

year which is a significant achievement from deficits

waiting times at a pace never experienced in Queensland.

Comparison of actual financial results with budget
Statement of Comprehensive Income for the year ended 30 June 2013
2012-13
Actual
$'000

2012-13
Budget
$'000

Variance
%

1
2
3
4
5

24,393
441,606
3,467
153
937
470,556

23,005
441,454
1,198
465,657

6%
289%
N/A
N/A
1%

6
7
8

701
329,189
120,940
85
12,826
129
6,298
373
470,541

685
321,865
124,050
12,645
6,412
465,657

(2%)
(2%)
3%
N/A
(1%)
N/A

15

-

N/A

Notes
Income from Continuing Operations
User charges
Grants and other contributions
Other revenue
Gains
Reversal of impairment losses on receivables
Total Income from Continuing Operations
Expenses from Continuing Operations
WBHHS
Employee
expenses
HHS Employee
expenses
Health Service labour expenses
Supplies and services
Grants and subsidies
Depreciation and amortisation
Impairment losses
Other expenses
Revaluation decrement
Total Expenses from Continuing Operations
Total Operating Results from Continuing Operations

9
10

N/A
(1%)

Notes:
1. User charges predominantly comprise of hospital fees (eg. patient fees) and
reimbursements for pharmaceuticals under the PBS (Pharmaceutical Benefit
Scheme). The increase is due to improved revenue generation for private
patients, outpatients and diagnostic services.
2. Grants and Contributions are predominantly received from the Australian and

45
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Notes:
1. User charges predominantly comprise of hospital
fees (eg. patient fees) and reimbursements for
pharmaceuticals under the PBS (Pharmaceutical
Benefit Scheme). The increase is due to improved
revenue generation for private patients,
outpatients and diagnostic services.
2. Grants and Contributions are predominantly
received from the Australian and State
Governments to fund operations.
3. Other revenue increased due to the recognition of
recoveries revenue for employee expenses which
were previously offset against employee expenses.
4. Income is reported for gains on the sale
of property, plant and equipment.
5. A once-off income for the revision of the
provision for doubtful debts occurred.
6. HHS Employee expenses are represented by
expenses for Board Members, the Health Service
Chief Executive and the Chief Financial Officer
who are directly employed by the HHS.
7. Health Service labour expenses are represented by
employee expenses of the Department of Health staff
who are contracted to the HHS as the HHS is not
a prescribed service. Under this arrangement, the
Department provides employees to perform work for
the HHS and accepts its obligations as the employer
of the Department employees. The HHS is responsible
for the day-to-day management of these departmental
employees and reimburses the Department for the costs
of these employees. The increased expense is due to
the change in accounting treatment of recoveries of
employee expenses (refer to Note 3) and expenses for
new service initiatives funded internally by the HHS.
8. The decreased Supplies and services expense is
due to reductions in contractors, travel (including
patient travel) and diagnostic services. Funds were
reinvested in new service initiatives (refer Note 7).
9. Impairment losses were incurred in the writeoff of bad debts and inventory losses.
10. A revaluation of land assets resulted in a revaluation
decrement which under accounting standard
AASB136 Impairment of Assets is expensed.
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Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2013
Notes

2013
$'000

Assets
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Inventories
Other
Total Current Assets

17
18
19
20

8,496
17,315
2,945
361
29,117

Non-current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Total Non-Current Assets

21

197,756
197,756

Total Assets

226,873

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Accrued employee benefits
Unearned revenue
Total Current Liabilities

22
23
24

Total Liabilities

26,781

Net Assets
Equity
Contributed equity
Asset revaluation surplus
Retained surplus

26,700
32
49
26,781

200,092

25
26

Total Equity

199,828
249
15
200,092

Notes:
For note references refer to the Section 6 Financial Statements 2013.
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4

Human resources

Our people

Workforce planning, attraction,
retention and performance
Overview of plan, strategies and
performance, use of MOHRI FTE

management and leadership capacity, and developing
and enhancing cultural and generational diversity.
Our leadership and management framework includes a
comprehensive and diverse range of programs available
to enhance our employee’s capability. Topics include:
ll Coaching skills for Leaders

Following on from our WBHHS realignment program

ll Delivering the Service

which involved a structural review of every department

ll Energising from Conflict

to locate efficiencies, eliminate duplication of services
and determine core and non-core services, we have

ll Corporate Strategy and Its Implementation

now positioned ourselves well as an HHS into the

ll Managing Conflict and Grievances

future. Our focus has shifted to workforce planning
and establishment management so that we are not only

ll Managing Performance

a fiscally responsible HHS but we are also embarking

ll OHS Managers Training

on a phase of engaging our workforce of the future,

ll Recruitment & Selection

and being a “right size” Employer of Choice.
Significant preparatory work has been done in the
workforce planning and establishment management
space, integrating this function into the Human
Resources team. The Workforce Establishment Unit
is charged with responsibility for compliance with
FTE, MOHRI and other metrics into the future.
The targeted priorities and strategies will be supported
by strong leadership and engagement with employees
to maintain our commitment to be an employer of
choice. These priorities and strategies include ensuring

ll Cost Centre Management
ll EQuIP/Quality Improvement
as well as workplace specific in-services including:
ll Aggressive Behaviour Management
ll Chemalert and Hazardous Materials
ll Cultural Diversity
ll Driver Safety
ll Fire Safety

that the workforce is responsive and aligned to clinical

ll Healthcare Ergonomics

activity and financial targets, developing and enhancing

ll Line Manager payroll sessions

workforce capability and flexibility, establishing
and maintaining a supportive culture, enhancing

48

ll Warden Training
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ll Workplace Equity and Harassment

category of staff. These plans are industrially compliant
and are regularly reviewed. In addition, training in

ll Public Interest Disclosures.

undertaking the performance planning process is provided.

The WBHHS promotes and supports the Department
of Health Flexible Working Arrangement HR policies,

The WBHHS holds a monthly district consultative forum

which includes purchased leave, parental leave,

in which members of executive and other senior managers

telecommuting, special leave, time off in lieu, conference

share information with union representatives in accordance

leave arrangements, part-time arrangements, job sharing

with a terms of reference and standing agenda. In addition,

opportunities, study and research assistance. These

a monthly combined union meeting is held with the

arrangements are promoted through performance appraisal

lead union officials and the Chief Executive, as well as

and development plans, consultative forums, orientation

local consultative forums held at the facility level. These

and induction, role descriptions, website, human resources,

forums enable information sharing across the WBHHS on

staff forums and other meetings and committees.

industrial relations and related matters affecting our staff.

Performance management and development of staff is
undertaken at the workplace level on a regular basis.
Plans include generic provisions and those relevant to the

MOHRI FTE Fiscal by Paypoint, Employ Status
2011
Managerial and Clerical

Medical incl VMOs

Nursing

Operational

Trade and Artisans

Professional and Technical

All Paypoints

2013

2014

Jun 2011

2011

Jul 2012

Jun 2013

Jul 2013

Total

417.78

417.78

421.30

353.86

361.84

Casual

23.94

23.94

24.49

8.33

12.47

Permanent

325.10

325.10

337.30

295.83

297.74

Temporary

68.74

68.74

59.51

49.70

51.63

Total

237.63

237.63

278.34

323.62

330.89

Casual

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.13

0.10

Permanent

100.55

100.55

107.01

107.71

110.51

Temporary

137.00

137.00

171.25

215.78

220.28

Total

1,148.83

1,148.83

1,224.02

1,218.96

1,213.81

Casual

80.53

80.53

71.40

34.38

39.49

Permanent

929.78

929.78

1,051.40

1,088.46

1,073.29

Temporary

138.52

138.52

101.22

96.12

101.03

Total

505.72

505.72

529.69

437.90

431.48

Casual

55.42

55.42

69.61

20.54

20.97

Permanent

409.65

409.65

418.88

361.49

356.40

Temporary

40.65

40.65

41.20

55.87

54.11

Total

18.00

18.00

19.00

13.00

13.00

Permanent

16.00

16.00

17.00

12.00

12.00

Temporary

2.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

1.00

Total

258.77

258.77

286.11

278.80

280.54

Casual

0.51

0.51

1.28

0.21

0.11

Permanent

209.35

209.35

244.96

248.33

250.37

Temporary

48.91

48.91

39.87

30.26

30.06

Total

2,586.73

2,586.73

2,758.46

2,626.14

2,631.56

Casual

160.48

160.48

166.86

63.59

73.14

Permanent
Temporary

1,990.43
435.82

1,990.43
435.82

2,176.55
415.05

2,113.82
448.73

2,100.31
458.11

• The permanent retention rate is 98.40%
• The permanent separation rate is 1.60%
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Early retirement, redundancy
and retrenchment

updates, Frequently Asked Questions, and arranged free
onsite counselling, financial and superannuation advice. A
monthly combined union meeting was established with the
Chief Executive and HR for briefings with the lead union

Overview of process and
numbers and cost

officials in addition to the monthly District Consultative
Forums and Local Consultative Forums. Consequently, we
are one of the few HHSs across the Department of Health to
avoid any industrial disputation, court action or injunction.

Significant change has taken place over the last 12
months across the WBHHS, re-aligning our services

With regard to the program of redundancies that was

and adjusting our priorities, to better meet the needs

implemented during 2012/13, 273 employees received

of the population of the Wide Bay. A structural review

redundancy packages at the cost of $10,325,578 which

of every department was undertaken across the

was funded by Treasury. Employees who did not accept

WBHHS to locate efficiencies, eliminate duplication of

an offer of a redundancy were offered case management

services and determine core and non-core services.

for a set period of time, where reasonable attempts were
made to find alternative employee placements. At the

The WBHHS re-alignment program was methodical and

conclusion of this period, and where it is deemed that

based on sound business reasoning, with our paramount

continued attempts of ongoing placement were no longer

considerations being the maintenance of a high standard

appropriate, employees yet to be placed were terminated

of clinical care for our patients, and keeping as many

and paid a retrenchment package. During the period,

local jobs for our people. Each organisational change

zero employees received retrenchment packages.

process was led by a transition team and supported
by a business case and communication strategy.
Two significant change processes were the Hospital

Voluntary Separation Program

and Community Care transition to the private sector
which occurred in May 2013 and the transfer of Yaralla
Place (which is expected to finalise in late October
2013). The consultation process was (and continues to
be) comprehensive with frequent communication (web
based, face to face on-site and written) with our staff
and union representatives to ensure updated information
was provided in a timely and personal way to our staff.
WBHHS mitigated the impact on our remaining staff by
calling for voluntary redundancies across the WBHHS. We
were able to accommodate the majority of these requests
thereby minimising the number of forced redundancies.
Where further austerity measures were required, a
second round of expression of interest in voluntary
redundancies was called for. Other strategies were put
into effect including the reduction of casual engagements
and implementation of the Working 0.8 FTE program.
By 30 June 2013, WBHHS achieved its MOHRI target.
We kept the lines of communication open with our staff
and their unions, holding regular face to face and written
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Overview of process and
numbers and cost
A Voluntary Separation Program was implemented
during 2011-12. The program ceased during 2011-12.
No payments for 2012-2013 to report for WBHHS.
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Open Data
Multicultural Policy and Action Plan
Core outcome

Improved
cultural
competence
of staff

Improved
access to
interpreters
for clients
when accessing
services

Performance indicators

Measure

Number of staff that have participated in
cultural competence training annually
(excludes Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultural training).

Number
of staff

373 staff across all streams were trained
between June 2012 to end May 2013.
More training is scheduled this financial
year across the whole HHS.

Number of staff that have participated
in cultural competence training
as a percent of the total number of
department staff for the year.

Percentage
of staff

14.2% of staff this year

Amount spent annually on interpreters
engaged by your division or commercialised
business unit and government funded
non-government organisations.

Amount
spent

N/A – data collected centrally from ISIS

Number of interpreters engaged annually
by your division or commercialised
business unit and government funded
non-government organisations.

Number of
interpreters

N/A data collected centrally. Interpreter
information and service information is
maintained in each of the client contact areas.

Number of
publications

Queensland Health publications are used and as
new languages are identified through interpreters,
documentation relevant to customers and the public
are organised. The Patient Rights publication is
available and used in all patient areas. It would be
difficult to give an accurate number of publications
as old documentation is replaced and new ordered.

Number of
languages

Currently a range of Queensland Health publications
are available that are already translated into difference
languages. The WBHHS has identified local needs
and has copies of the relevant pamphlets, posters
and publications for use across the WBHHS. The
number and variation of these differs across the
WBHHS due to differing needs in Rural facilities and
the larger hospital facilities. The WBHHS also uses
a range of community support group information
which may also come in differing languages.

Number of information sessions or
workshops held for people from culturally
and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

Number of
people

Networks are established with the Medicare Local
Offices and Indigenous Wellbeing Groups as well as the
CANs to work towards establishing any information
sessions or any needs for people from across the
WBHHS from diverse backgrounds. The WBHHS does
not run specific workshops but rather deals with the
individual customer needs as they arise. There is a good
working relationship between the community networks
and support groups to also assist as needs arise.

Number of culturally and linguistically
diverse groups, peak bodies and other
stakeholders consulted or engaged
annually on the development or
implementation of government projects,
services, policies and programs.

Number
of groups/
peak bodies/
stakeholders

WBHHS is working with the community for the final
establishment of Community Advisory Networks
(CAN). These networks work closely with the WBHHS
on strategic planning and assistance. Recent WBHHS
Planning workshops were inclusive of a broad,
diverse range of people from the community.

Number and percentage of staff
indicating they are from a nonEnglish speaking background.

Number and
percentage
of staff

Number of complaints about racial
discrimination within your division
or commercialised business unit.

Number of
complaints

Number of key information
publications translated into languages
other than English, annually.

Improved
communication
and
engagement
with
culturally and
linguistically
diverse (CALD)
communities
and/or
organisations

Number of languages in which
publications are available.

Performance

9.8% of staff with medical reflective of highest at 38.9%
Improved
recruitment
and retention
strategies
for staff
from CALD
backgrounds

Recruitment of staff incorporates awareness of
differing needs of individuals, and if there are specific
needs any applicant has an opportunity to ask for
consideration of these needs during recruitment.

Nil
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Consultancy expenditure
Consultancies undertaken for the WBHHS during 2012-2013 were:
Consultancy category

Description of the category

Expenditure ($)

Service Improvement

Consultant provided the following services:
• evaluation of clinical redesign and service improvement capability
• review of health service delivery strategies, models and service plans
48,000

Financial Management

• evaluation of financial management framework and performance reporting
• review of financial management capability and capacity

Overseas travel
Name

Position

Cost

Reason for travel

Ahmadi, Milad

Medical Officer

$803

Relocation – Flights: London-Australia

Al-Shaklee, Sanar

Medical Officer

$2,308

Relocation – Flights: Jordan-Australia

Aziz, Tariq

Medical Officer

$3,048

Relocation – Flights: Pakistan-Australia

Blake, Dominic

Medical Officer

$547

Relocation – Flights: London-Australia

Chan, Joseph

Medical Officer

$801

Relocation – Flights: London-Australia

Clauss, Cornelia

Medical Officer

$2,538

Relocation – Flights: Germany-Australia

El Yaman, Raed

Medical Officer

$2,672

Relocation – Flights: United Arab Emirates-Australia

Evans, Julie

Nurse Unit Manager

$3,909

Relocation – Flights: England-Australia

Hameed, Muhammad

Medical Officer

$6,403

Relocation – Flights: England-Australia

Hughes, Anna

Medical Officer

$801

Relocation – Flights: London-Australia

Kurien, Susan

Medical Officer

$474

Relocation – Flights: London-Australia

Nair, Priya

Dentist

$630

Relocation – Flights: India-Australia

Pennington, Adrian

Chief Executive Officer

Ruiz-Valcarcel, Carmen

Medical Officer
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$19,238

Relocation – Flights: England-Australia
(CEO and family)

$1510

Relocation – Flights: America-Australia
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General information
WBHHS is a Queensland Government statutory body
established under the Hospital and Health Boards Act
2011 and its registered trading name is WBHHS.
WBHHS is controlled by the State of Queensland
which is the ultimate parent entity.
The head office and principal place
of business of the agency is:

A description of the nature of the agency’s
operations and its principal activities are included
in the notes to the financial statements.
For information in relation to WBHHS’s financial
statements visit the WBHHS website at
http://www.health.qld.gov.au/widebay/default.asp
Amounts shown in these financial statements may not
add to the correct subtotals or totals due to rounding.

c/- Bundaberg Hospital
PO Box 34
Bundaberg QLD 4670
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Annual report compliance checklist
Basis for requirement

Annual report
reference

ARRs – section 8

p. 5

• Table of contents
• Glossary

ARRs – section 10.1

p. 4
p. 96

• Public availability

ARRs – section 10.2

p. 2

• Interpreter service statement

Queensland Government
Language Services Policy
ARRs – section 10.3

p. 2

• Copyright notice

Copyright Act 1968
ARRs – section 10.4

p. 2

• Information licensing

Queensland Government
Enterprise Architecture
– Information licensing
ARRs – section 10.5

p. 2

• Introductory Information

ARRs – section 11.1

p. 6

• Agency role and main functions

ARRs – section 11.2

p. 9

• Operating environment

ARRs – section 11.3

p. 10

• Machinery of Government changes

ARRs – section 11.4

p. 14

ARRs – section 12.1

p. 37

ARRs – section 12.2

p. 37

ARRs – section 12.3

p. 39

ARRs – section 12.4

p. 40

• Summary of financial performance

ARRs – section 13.1

p. 45

• Chief Finance Officer (CFO) statement

ARRs – section 13.2

• Organisational structure

ARRs – section 14.1

p. 15

• Executive management

ARRs – section 14.2

p. 22

• Related entities

ARRs – section 14.3

p. 31

• Boards and committees

ARRs – section 14.4

p. 27

• Public Sector Ethics Act 1994

Public Sector Ethics Act 1994
(section 23 and Schedule)
ARRs – section 14.5

p. 32

Summary of requirement
• A letter of compliance from the

Letter of compliance

Accessibility

General information

Non-financial performance

accountable officer or statutory
body to the relevant Minister

• Government objectives

for the community
• Other whole-of-government

plans / specific initiatives
• Agency objectives and

performance indicators
• Agency service areas, service

standards and other measures
Financial performance

Governance – management
and structure
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Governance – risk
management and
accountability

Governance – human
resources

Open Data

Financial statements

• Risk management

ARRs – section 15.1

p. 33

• External Scrutiny

ARRs – section 15.2

NA

• Audit committee

ARRs – section 15.3

p. 36

• Internal Audit

ARRs – section 15.4

p. 36

• Public Sector Renewal Program

ARRs – section 15.5

p. 8

• Information systems and recordkeeping

ARRs – section 15.7

p. 36

• Workforce planning, attraction
and retention and performance

ARRs – section 16.1

p. 48

• Early retirement, redundancy
and retrenchment

Directive No.11/12 Early
Retirement, Redundancy
and Retrenchment
ARRs – section 16.2

p. 50

• Voluntary Separation Program

ARRs – section 16.3

p. 50

• Open Data

ARRs – section 17

p. 51

• Certification of financial statements

FAA – section 62
FPMS – sections
42, 43 and 50
ARRs – section 18.1

p. 91

• Independent Auditors Report

FAA – section 62
FPMS – section 50
ARRs – section 18.2

p. 92

• Remuneration disclosures

Financial Reporting
Requirements for
Queensland Government
Agencies
ARRs – section 18.3

p. 85
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Glossary of terms & acronyms
Activity based funding (ABF): a management tool with
the potential to enhance public accountability and drive
technical efficiency in the delivery of health services by:
ll capturing consistent and detailed information
on hospital sector activity and accurately
measuring the costs of delivery
ll creating an explicit relationship between
funds allocated and services provided
ll strengthening management’s focus on
outputs, outcomes and quality
ll encouraging clinicians and managers to identify
variations in costs and practices so they can
be managed at a local level in the context of
improving efficiency and effectiveness
ll providing mechanisms to reward good
practice and support quality initiatives.

treatment, which can occur in hospital and/or in the
patient’s home (for hospital-in-the-home patients).
Admitted patient: a patient who undergoes a hospital’s
formal admission process as an overnight-stay patient or
a same-day patient. Also may be referred to as ‘inpatient’.
Allied Health staff: professional staff who meet
mandatory qualifications and regulatory requirements
in the following areas – audiology; clinical measurement
sciences; dietetics and nutrition; exercise physiology;
leisure therapy; medical imaging; music therapy;
nuclear medicine technology; occupational therapy;
orthoptics; pharmacy; physiotherapy; podiatry;
prosthetics and orthotics; psychology; radiation therapy;
sonography; speech pathology and social work.
Average length of stay (ALOS): the average number
of patient days for admitted patient episodes.
Beddays: the number of full or partial days of stay for
patients who were admitted for an episode of care and

Acute: having a short and relatively severe course.

who underwent separation during the reporting period.

Acute care: care in which the clinical

Benchmarking: involves collecting performance

intent or treatment goal is to:

information to undertake comparisons of

ll manage labour (obstetric)
ll cure illness or provide definitive treatment of injury
ll perform surgery
ll relieve symptoms of illness or injury

performance with similar organisations.
Best practice: cooperative way in which organisations and
their employees undertake business activities in all key
processes, and use benchmarking that can be expected
to lead to sustainable world class positive outcomes.

(excluding palliative care)
ll reduce severity of an illness or injury
ll protect against exacerbation and/or

Burden of disease: burden of disease is a measure of
population health that aims to quantify the gap between
the ideal of living to old age in good health, and the

complication of an illness and/or injury that

current situation where healthy life is shortened by

could threaten life or normal function

illness, injury, disability and premature death.

ll perform diagnostic or therapeutic procedures.
Acute hospital: generally a recognised
hospital that provides acute care and excludes
dental and psychiatric hospitals.

Case mix: a tool that provides funding
framework for clinical activity.
Clinical governance: a framework by which health
organisations are accountable for continuously

Admission: process whereby a hospital accepts

improving the quality of their services and safeguarding

responsibility for a patient’s care and/or treatment. It

high standards of care by creating an environment

follows a clinical decision, based on specified criteria,

in which excellence in clinical care will flourish.

that a patient requires same-day or overnight care or
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Clinical practice: professional activity undertaken by

Health outcome: change in the health of an

health professionals to investigate patient symptoms

individual, group of people or population attributable

and prevent and/or manage illness, together with

to an intervention or series of interventions.

associated professional activities for patient care.
Health reform: response to the National Health
Clinical Services Capability Framework (CSCF):

and Hospitals Reform Commission Report

CSCF has been designed to guide a coordinated and

(2009) that outlined recommendations for

integrated approach to health service planning and

transforming the Australian health system

delivery in Queensland. It applies to both public
and licensed private health facilities and enhances

Health status: an individual’s or population’s overall

the provision of safe, quality services by providing

level of health, taking into account various aspects

service planners and service providers with a

such as life expectancy, amount of disability,

standard set of minimum capability criteria.

levels of disease risk factors and so on.

Clinical workforce: staff who are or who support

Hospital: healthcare facility established under

health professionals working in clinical practice,

Commonwealth, state or territory legislation as a

have healthcare specific knowledge/experience,

hospital or a free-standing day-procedure unit and

and provide clinical services to health consumers,

authorised to provide treatment and/or care to patients.

either directly and/or indirectly, through services
that have a direct impact on clinical outcomes.

Hospital and Health Boards: Hospital and
Health Boards are made up of a mix of members

Decision support system (DSS): consolidates data suitable

with expert skills and knowledge relevant to

for finance, human resources, pharmacy and pathology

managing a complex health care organisation.

related information for decision support purposes.

Hospital and Health Service: Hospital and Health Service

Demand: demand is the health service activity that

(HHS) is a separate legal entity established by Queensland

a catchment population can generate. Where the

Government to deliver public hospital services. 17 HHSs

current and projected incidence and prevalence of

replaced existing health service districts from 1 July 2012.

diseases and conditions are known (using evidence
from epidemiological studies), this data can be used to
estimate demand in the catchment population. However,
in most institutional planning, demand is measured by
analysing expressed need or the amount of healthcare
that the catchment population actually utilises. Because
utilisation is influenced by other factors (such as
existing service availability, access, cost and so-called
‘supplier-induced demand’), the resultant estimates of
demand inherently incorporate elements of supply.
Emergency Department waiting time: time elapsed
for each patient from presentation to the emergency
department to start of services by the treating clinician.
It is calculated by deducting the date and time the patient
presents from the date and time of the service event.
Full-time equivalent (FTE): refers to full-time

Hospital-in-the-home: provision of care to hospitaladmitted patients in their place of residence, as
a substitute for hospital accommodation.
Incidence: number of new cases of a condition occurring
within a given population, over a certain period of time.
Inpatient: a patient who undergoes a hospital’s
formal admission proves to received treatment and/
or care. This treatment and/or care is provided over a
period of time and can occur in hospital and/or in the
person’s home (for hospital-in-the-home patients).
Life expectancy: an indication of how long a
person can expect to live. Technically it is the
number of years of life remaining to a person at
a particular age if death rates do not change.

equivalent staff currently working in a position.
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Long wait: a ‘long wait’ elective surgery patient is one

Outpatient service: examination, consultation,

who has waited longer than the clinically recommended

treatment or other service provided to non-admitted

time for their surgery, according to the clinical urgency

non-emergency patients in a speciality unit or under an

category assigned. That is, more than 30 days for a

organisational arrangement administered by a hospital.

category 1 patient, more than 90 days for a category 2
patient and more than 365 days for a category 3 patient.

Overnight-stay patient: a patient who is
admitted to, and separated from, the hospital

Medicare Locals: established by the Commonwealth

on different dates (not same-day patients).

to coordinate primary health care services across
all providers in a geographic area. Will work closely

Patient flow: optimal patient flow means the patient’s

with HHSs to identify and address local health

journey through the hospital system, be it planned or

needs. Selected and funded by the Commonwealth

unplanned, happens in the safest, most streamlined

and rolled out progressively from 1 July 2011.

and timely way to deliver good patient care.

Medical practitioner: a person who is registered with

Performance indicator: a measure that provides

the Medical Board of Australia to practice medicine in

an ‘indication’ of progress towards achieving

Australia, including general and specialist practitioners.

the organisation’s objectives usually has targets
that define the level of performance expected

Models of care: a model of care outlines best

against the performance indicator.

practice patient care delivery through the application
of a set of service principles across identified

Population health: promotion of healthy lifestyles,

clinical streams and patient flow continuums. An

prevention or early detection of illness or disease,

overarching design or description of how care is

prevention of injury and protection of health through

managed and organised within the system.

organised population-based programs and strategies.

Never events: inexcusable actions in a health care setting.

Private hospital: a private hospital or free-standing
day hospital, and either a hospital owned by a for-

Non-admitted patient: a patient who does not

profit company or a non-profit organisation and

undergo a hospital’s formal admission process.

privately funded through payment for medical services
by patients or insurers patients admitted to private

Non-admitted patient services: an examination,

hospitals are treated by a doctor of their choice.

consultation, treatment or other service
provided to a non-admitted patient in a

Public patient: a public patient is one who elects to

functional unit of a health service facility.

be treated as a public patient, so cannot choose the
doctor who treats them, or is receiving treatment

Nurse practitioner: a registered nurse educated and

in a private hospital under a contract arrangement

authorised to function autonomously and collaboratively

with a public hospital or health authority.

in an advanced and extended clinical role. The nurse
practitioner role includes assessing and managing

Public hospital: public hospitals offer free

clients using nursing knowledge and skills and

diagnostic services, treatment, care and

may include, but is not limited to, direct referral of

accommodation to eligible patients.

clients to other healthcare professionals, prescribing
medications, and ordering diagnostic investigations.

Registered nurse: an individual registered
under national law to practice in the nursing

Outpatient: a non-admitted health service

profession as a nurse, other than as a student.

provided or accessed by an individual at a
hospital or health service facility.

Separation: term used to refer to an episode of care
for an admitted patient, which can be a total hospital
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stay (from admission to discharge, transfer or death),
or a portion of a hospital stay beginning or ending in
a change of type of care (for example, from acute to
rehabilitation). A separation also includes the process
by which an admitted patient completes an episode of
care either by being discharged, dying, transferring
to another hospital or changing type of care.
Service delivery model: service delivery models are an
adaptation of an organisation’s Model of Care and describes
‘where’ and ‘how’ work is carried out. Service delivery
models suit the local environment and resources to best
meet the overarching organisational requirements.
Statutory bodies: a non-departmental government
body, established under an Act of Parliament.
Statutory bodies can include corporations, regulatory
authorities and advisory committees/councils.
Sustainable: a health system that provides infrastructure,
such as workforce, facilities and equipment, and is
innovative and responsive to emerging needs, for example,
research and monitoring within available resources.
Telehealth: delivery of health-related services and
information via telecommunication technologies, including:
ll live, audio and or/video inter-active links for
clinical consultations and educational purposes
ll store-and-forward Telehealth, including digital
images, video, audio and clinical (stored) on
a client computer, then transmitted securely
(forwarded) to a clinic at another location where
they are studied by relevant specialists
ll teleradiology for remote reporting and
clinical advice for diagnostic images
ll telehealth services and equipment to
monitor people’s health in their home.
Triage category: urgency of a patient’s
need for medical and nursing care.
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List of acronyms
AASB Australian Accounting
Standards Board
ABF activity based funding
ALOS average length of stay
CALD culturally and linguistically
diverse communities
CAN community advisory network
CSFC Clinical Service

NEAT National Emergency
Access Target
NEST National Elective Surgery Target
NGO non government organisation
NPA National Partnership Agreement
PIP performance improvement plan
QHEPS Queensland Health
Electronic Publishing Site
QIP quality improvement program

Capability Framework

SAP business management software

ED emergency department

SWOT strengths, weaknesses,

FTE full time equivalent
GP general practitioner
GST Goods and Services Tax
HACC Home and Community Care
HITH Hospital in the Home
HHS hospital and health service
HR human resources
HSCE health service chief executive
KPI key performance indicator
MATES Maryborough Access
Targeted Evaluation Service
MCDU Medical clinical decision unit
MOHRI Minimum Obligatory
Human Resource Information
MRSA Methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus’
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opportunities, strengths
VMO visiting medical officer
WAU weighted activity unit
WBHHS Wide Bay Hospital
and Health Service

Wide Bay Hospital and Health Service
www.health.qld.gov.au/widebay/annual-report

